














with DESIGNING WOMEN 
and CAGNEY & LACEY. 
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST 
has its fans. We are aware of 
these people. Wecommunicate 
with them. We talk with them. 
But 111 tell you what, if! receive 
10 million letters from 10 mil
lion different people, that 
would be an easy one to say, 'I 
think there's a reason to do it 
again.' We forget the vast uni
verse that network television 
exists in. I mean, a rating point 
is worth almost a million peo
ple. And when you think, 'You 
get 5 , 000 letters [on BEAUTY 
AND THE BEAST]. What if 
they represented 10 people for 
every letter. That's 50, 000.' 
That's not near the vastness of 
the universe." 

LeMaster is only reiterat
ing the familiar complaint 
against fantasy and science fic
tion dramas on network televi
sion: they tend to attract small 
and dedicated followings. None 
of the best known-THETWI
LIGHT ZONE, THE OUTER 
L I M I T S ,  STAR T R E K ,  
AMAZING STORIES, LOST 
IN SPACE, BATTLESTAR 
GALACT ICA-ever made 
the top 25 of any season. All of 
the recent attempts (V, SOME
THING I S  OUT THERE, 
MAX HEADROOM, HARD 
TIME ON PLANET EARTH) 
have crashed to the bottom of 
the ratings. His tory is solidly 
against BEAUTY AND THE 
BEAST. and Koslow knows 
the prime-time deck is stacked 
in a manner thatdoes not favor 
Vincent's survival. CBS has 
few successful nights, and it 
isn't likely that BEAUTY 
AND THE BEAST will inherit 
an attractive time slot. 

And the fans are concerned 
about the network's mandate 
to Koslow: find a way to get 
more men and children watch
ing the series. They wonder 
whether the CBS-ordered 
changes will alter their Beast 
into something beyond recog
nition. "When a network 
changes a show, it's like brain 
surgery with a baseball bat, " 
said Stephanie A. Wiltse, who 
publishes the BEAUTY AND 
THE BEAST newsletter Pipe
line in Albany, N. Y. "We tend 
to feel that shows taken off for 
retooling have been the worse 
for it." 

Further irking fans were the 
remarks of LeMasters' boss, 
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RETOOLING T H E M Y T H 

'' When a network changes a show, it's like 
brain surgery with a baseball bat,'' said Beast 
fanatic Stephanie A. Wiltse. "Shows taken off 

for retooling have been the worse for it.'' 

Roy Dotrlce •• V lncenfa father, looking after the a. .. tln a refined, cultured world 
beneath the atreeta of New York City, • format that h .. n'1aUrac:ted male vle-ra. 

CBS president Howard String
er, who flippantly dismissed 
t h e  p r o - B e a s t  m o v e m e n t .  
"BEAUTY ANDTHE BEAST 
is an exotic show with a very 
loyal following," Stringer said 
during a press conference. "I 
mean, I 've got a lot of letters 
from nuns. I don't know what 
to make of that. In fact, a coali
tion of nuns makes me very 
nervous, actually. 

"The fact of the matter is, 
when shows drop below a level 
of performance, it's hard to jus
tify keeping them on, particu
larly when the slide is on that 
way . . . I do regret dropping 
shows, but there's a certain 
inevitability about it. I mean, 
we're not talkingabout Hamler 
here." 

That's the kind of talk cer
tain to put BEAUTY AND 
THE BEAST fans in a full 
uproar. 

"I don't know what he'stalk
ing about, "said Wiltse, a desk
top publisher. "We've got all 
sorts of people coming out of 
the woodwork every day to 
support this show. I have 1,000 
subscribers to the Pipeline , and 
only three of them are nuns." 

Hoping to prove the ratings 
and the CBS research wrong, 
the Beast Brigade used the 
summer to conduct a survey to 

prove that the series appeals to 
a wide audience. They also 
hope to show adverti ers that 
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST 
attracts educated, affluent 
viewers. "The Nielson ratings 
don't say it all, " said Jill Beren
yi, a 46-year-old Ohio medical 
technologist who helped dis
tribute the survey. 

Even CBS can't deny that 
the development of a BEAUTY 
AND THE BEAST fandom 
has been rather impressive. In 
addition to Wiltse's Pipeline, 
there are about 40 newsletters 
and fanzines devoted to the 
series. These include The Whis
pering Gallery in Grand Rap
ids, Michigan, and Once Upon 
a Time in Tulsa, Oklahoma. 
The pilot episode has been 
released on home-video cas
sette.  There are BEAUTY 
AND THE BEAST calendars, 
buttons, and graphic novels. 
And to boost their morale, 
fans gathered this year at con
ventions in Minneapolis, Grand 
Rapids (The Beast Feast). San 
Jose and Washington, D.C. 

The Beast himself, actor 
Ron Perlman. has been far 
from ilent while the fan fur has 
been nying. "I have mixed feel
ings about not being on the 
schedule this Fall, " he said. 
"On the one hand, it'sgiven usa 

chance to take the show and 
breathe new life into it. We can 
take the concept into exciting 
new areas. We have nothing to 
lo e. In that way, this might 
have been the best thing that 
could have happened. 

"On the other hand . . .  well, 
the other hand is obvious. On 
another network, we probably 
would have had the chance to 
stay on the air longer and in a 
better time slot. We're on a 
network that's in trouble, and 
that's created an irony. The 
network needs shows that are 
innovative, yet it can't support 
them. It's unfortunate that we 
have to live by something as 
insidious and insipid as the 
Nielsen ratings, but there's 
always inequity in the arts. " 

Those fans hoping for help 
from Viewers for Quality Tele
vision may be disappointed. 
While the organization rushed 
to the defense of such recent 
endangered series as FRANK'S 
PLACEand A YEARINTHE 
LI FE. each was canceled. 
When a place on the schedule 
opens up for BEAUTY AND 
THE BEAST, the Tatings will 
have to show a dramatic im
provement if the series is to 
break through the fantasy bar
rier that has sent so many 
shows to the cancellation 
graveyard. 

Still ,  in its first season, 
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST 
looked like a strong contender 
to defy tho e odds. Produced 
by Paul Junger Witt and Tony 
Thomas, the team responsible 
for NBC's THE GOLDEN 
GIRLS (created by Witt' 
wife. writer Susan Harris ) ,  the 
fantasy series followed the 
relationship between beautiful 
assistant district attorney 
Catherine Chandler (Linda 
Hamilton) and Vincent, the 
powerful but noble man/ beast 
who lives in the vast secret tun
nel system beneath Manhattan. 

Critical response to the CBS 
series was encouraging. Re
views gave BEAUTY AND 
THE BEAST high mark for 
impres ive production values 

(particularly the eerie under
world sets) and noted that the 
program could reach a wide 
audience by blending ele
ments-romance, action, and 
fantasy. Although BEAUTY 
AND THE BEAST was barely 
making the top 40 during its 
first four months, the fanta-



Perlman and Hamilton embody the blttars-t poetic tragedy olan Impossible love. The twelve new shows tell one continuing, epic story CBS hopes will lilt the ratings. 

sy I adventure series was regu
larly beating its NBC and ABC 
competition. So, while averag
ing less than 1 4% of the nation's 
TV households. BEAUTY AND 
THE BEAST was emerging as 
one of the 1 987-88 season's few 
new hits. By the end of its first 
season. BEAUTY AND THE 
BEAST was gaining momen
tum. Each week, more viewers 
were discovering the series. 
NBC Entertainment President 
Brandon Tartikoff added to 
the ambitious program's Juster 
by saying it was one of the only 
shows on a competing network 
that he wished he had on his 
lineup. 

Perlman's soulful portrayal 
of Vincent certainly had a great 
deal to do with this success. 
Yet, during that first season, he 
probably could have walked 
unrecognized through Times 
Square at high noon. When 
millions of viewers saw Perl
man each week. he was covered 
with layers of fur. latex and 
greasepaint. After four hours 
in the makeup chair. he emerged 
as the lion-hearted, lion-faced 
Vincent. This isn't the 39-year 
old actor's first experience with 
extensive makeup. He was 
unrecognizable in two theatri-

cal films: as a prehistoric tribes
man in QUEST FOR FIRE 
( 1 981 ) and as the hunchbacked 
Salvatore in THE NAME OF 
THE ROSE (1 986). Perlman 
said that he didn't mind look
ing at thecamerasthrougheyes 
engulfed by prosthetic makeup. 
Anonymity had its blessings. 

''If I had my way." Perlman 
said during the first season, 

"I'd go through the rest of my 
career without being recog
nized. I'd like to feel that I'm 
being recognized for the work. 
That's all I got into it for. I 
don't want to sound like I'm 
biting the hand that feeds me, 
but fame to the point where 
you Jose your privacy can be 
encumbering. 

"I've been able to maintain a 
rather healthy, normal lifestyle 
with my family and my pri
vacy. When I was much young
er, vanity played a greater part 
in my life than it does now. I've 
come to believe that I've 
reached all of my goals in my 
life, because, to me, the great
est joy is playing the humani
ty . .. written by great writers. 
In doing so, you almost have to 
Jose yourself. And what better 
way to lose yourself than to be a 
creature?" 

Two years later. however, 
Perlman has discovered that 
more and more people arc rec
ognizing him out of the Vin
cent makeup. "I've found out 
that it's very difficult to main
tain a low profile with a TV 
show. "said Perlman. who lives 
in Los Angeles with his wife, 
fashion del'igner Opal Stone, 
and their five year-old daugh

ter. Blake Amanda. "That's the 
price you pay. But I've man
aged to find a way to keep 
things in perspective." 

But none of the dangers that 
Vincent faced proved as threat
ening as last year's Writer's 
Guild of America strike. The 
f iv e - m o n t h  w a l k o u t  k e p t  
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST 
from starting production on 
its second season. When the 
strike ended, the expensive 
hour dramas were the slowest 
in getting back on the air. The 
half-hour situation comedies 
recovered much more quickly. 
The delay prevented BEAU
TY AND THE BEAST from 
capitalizing on its first-season 
momentum. By the time BEAU
TY AND THE BEASTstarted 
its second season in its 8-9 p.m. 
Friday time slot, ABC's two 

sitcoms, PERFECT STRAN-

GERS and FULL HOUSE, 
had been on the air several 
weeks and had regained con
trol of the hour. BEAUTY 
AND THE BEAST never 
overcame that disadvantage. 

Not even a burst of awards 
could get the series back on 
track. Nominated for 12Emmys 
at the end of its first season, 
BEAUTY ANDTHE BEAST 
took home statuettes for cine
matography, art direction, and 
music. Perlman also picked up 
a Golden Globe award. None 
of this translated into ratings. 

A move to Mondays was 
unsuccessful, and BEAUTY 
AND THE BEAST finished 
the 1988-89season ranked69th 
out of 105 series, but garnered 
eight more Emmy nomina
tions. The second season ended 
with a cliffhanger. Vincent was 
warned by his father (Roy 
Dotrice) that the beast side of 
his personality was beginning 
to dominate. Rather than 
become a threat to Catherine 
and his friends, Vincent retreat
ed deeper into the netherworld. 
The finale, however, did not 
help the BEAUTY AND THE 
BEAST cause. After fans had 
screamed about their show not 

condllued on ... , 5I 
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By FrederickS. Clarke 
Steven Spielberg's Amblin 

Productions filmed BACK TO 
THE FUTURE 2 and 3 back
to-hack to economize on pro
duction costs. Universal opens 
Part 2 November22, with Part 
3 scheduled for release six 
months later, in May, 1990. 
According to a source close to 
the production, Part 2 has no 
ending, just a trailer for Part 3 
and the words "To Be Con
tinued." Will audiences feel 
suckered when they learn that 
they have to wait, then pay 
again to see the story wrapped 
up? With the original BACK 
TO THE FUTURE, the tenth 
biggest money-making film in 
history, having reaped over 
$100 million in the domestic 
market alone, the misgivings of 
a captive audience don 'l appear 
to be high on Amblin's list. 

(Audiences might really get 
mad if it's true-as rumored
that Amblin didn't plan to do 
two movies, but decided to pad 
out Bob Gale's script for Part 2, 
titled PARADOX, to fill anoth
er movie because the cost of 
filming the story's future scenes 
was proving too expensive.) 

Unfortunately, the film's 
vision of the future as realized 
by director Robert Zemeckis, 
who co-wrote the script with 
Gale, is straight out of THE 
JETSONS, and just as cartoon 
cute. According to those who 
saw executive producer Frank 
Marshall's slide show on the 
film at the World Science Fic
tion Convention in September, 
the film's future scenes look 
like "the '50s extrapolated to 
the year 2000." 

Picking up right from the 
end of BACK TO THE FU
TURE, Marty (Michael J. 
Fox) and time-tripping eccen
tric scientist Doc Brown (Chris
topher Lloyd) rocket their fly
ing DeLorean to Hill Valley in 
the year 2015, complete with 
elevated streets, flying skate
boards, and lots of merchan
dising plugs for name brands. 
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To see the ending, come 
back in six months and 

pony up six more dollars! 

Doc: Brown (Chrlalopher Uoyd), Marty (Michael J. Fox) and Elns .. ln, back In the 
future and finding auch wondera a a form-filling jackell and a plug for Nlke lhoea. 

The futuristic miniatures and 
matte work for the film were 
supervised by Ken Ralston of 
I LM. who used motion control 
camerawork to combine the 
actors in multiple roles. Fox 
plays not only his future self 
but also his own son and 
daughter. The elaborate make
ups are the work of Kenny 
Myers (STAR TREK V). 
Myers took over from Ken 
Chase, who created the multi
ple role makeups in the origi
nal film, after Chase was 
reportedly hired, then fired, on 
the sequel. 

ILM's motion control split 
screen magic combines Tom 
Wilson with himself, reprising 
his role as the no-good Biff 
Tannen, as he tries to pass a 
book of future sports statistics 
to his bemused younger self, 
while riding in a '50s roadster. 
When young Biffjust tosses the 
book over his shoulder, ILM 
rigged Wilson's arm with a bar 

connected to a stepper motor 
to composite the scene. The 
book figures in BACK TO 
THE FUTURE 2's slim plot, a 
kind of take-off on IT'S A 
WONDERFUL LIFE, in which 
Bifrs use of the book to amass 
wealth and power changes the 
future into a nightmare world 
for Marty. 

Gale and Zemeckis' script is 
full of stunts and action as 
Marty again faces off against 
old high school rival Biff in 
both the past and the future. 
One elaborate sequence, repris
ing the skateboard action of 
the first film, this time on flying 
skateboards, reportedly result
ed in the serious injury of stunt 
performer Cheryl Wheeler
Dixon. In the scene. Wheeler
Dixon doubled for Darlene 
Vogel as one of Bifrs bad girls, 
persuing the airborne Fox. 
When Marty makes an evasive 
maneuver, Wheeler-Dixon 
and three other stunt per-

formers were to fly between 
the columns of the Hill Valley 
courthouse and crash through 
plate glass windows. 

The shot was set up by 
second unit director Max 
Kleven, who took over much 
of the film's action work from 
Zemeckis in order to meet 
Amblin's ambitious produc
tion schedul e. Kleven and 
stunt coordinator Walter Scott 
rehearsed the scene first with
out the glass, swinging the 
stunt performers on wires, 
where they were dropped onto 
cardboard boxes. On the first 
take however, Wheeler-Dixon 
was swung into one of the pil
lars instead. Although the 
effects man inside was sup
posed to visually spot the stunt 
performers before dropping 
them, Wheeler-Dixon, eight
een feet up, was dropped onto 
the concrete below. 

Though Spielberg himself 
was said by a source on the set 
to have rushed to the produc
tion scene and raised hell about 
the stunt's set-up, Amblin has 
tried to cover up the incident, 
sensitive about adverse public
ity since the death of actor Vic 
Morrow and two children dur
ing stunt work ontheir produc
tion of TWILIGHT ZONE
THE MOVIE in 1982. When 
reached for comment, Amblin 
publicity spokesman Marvin 
Levy at first denied any acci
dent had taken place. When 
cited the specifics, Levy said, "I 
have a vague recollection of it, 
now. But nothing much hap
pened. The girl wasn't hurt." 

Wheeler-Dixon, who took 
the fall, doesn 'l agree. "I was in 
intensive care for five days," 
she said. "I broke my wrist, 
dislocated bones in my hand. 
tore ligaments in my arm, and 
had two metal plates perma
nently implanted in the left side 
of my face during reconstruc
tive surgery." Wheeler-Dixon. 
reached at home, recuperating, 
was perky and in good spirits, 
but said she couldn't comment 

contlnu� on p8l• 59 



CAPTAIN AMERICA 
Comic books are hot as the Marvel hero of 
two generations heads for the big s creen. 

By Bill Florence 

With BATMAN one for the 
boxoffice record books. 21 �t Cen
tury Film Corporation's CAP
TAIN AMERICA i� likely to be 
the next comic book hero to reach 
movie screens. scheduled for 
release next spring. Directed by 
Albert Pyun (CYBORG) and 
based on a 1941 Marvel Comics 
character created by Joe Simon 
and revived by Jack Kirby at Mar
vel in the '60s. Matt Salinger plays 
the uperhero in a head-to-toe red. 
wh1te. and blue latex rubber suit 
fabricated by Vin Burnham Cos
tumes, the London-based firm 
that had similarly form-fit the Bat
gear on Michael Keaton. 

CAPTAI AMERICA." 
The feature boasts a budget of 

"more than $10 million,·· grinned 
Pyun. "and it is rising quickly." 
The film, line produced by Tom 
Karnowski. who works almost 
exclusively with Pyun, features 
Salinger in the dual role of Cap
tain America/Steve Rogers, new
comer Kim Dillingham in the dual 
role of Bernice Stewart (Rogers' 
girlfriend in 1941) a n d  her 
daugher, Sharon. and Scott Pau
lin as the superhero's arch enemy. 
the Red Skull. The supporting 
ca 1 includes Ned Beatty, Michael 
Nouri, Ronny Cox, and Darren 
McGavin. Bill Mumy ofLOSTIN 
SPACE fame also appears. 

Principal photography began 
last June with six weeks work in 
the tiny medieval town of Rovigno, 
Yugoslavia, doubling for WW 11 
Italy, in scenes of Captain Ameri
ca's showdown with Nazi villain 
The Red Skull. Filming wrapped 
in Redondo Beach. California, 
serving as Rogers' hometown. 
visited after the superhero is dis
covered frozen at the North Pole 
and thawed out in the present day. 

Though Pyun, Salinger, and 
Mumy admitted to being comic 
book fans with a familiarity with 

Mall Salinger, true to the comics •• Uncle Sam's red, whl• 1nd blue MC:ret -•pon. 

CAPTAIN AMERICA-Mumy 
owns the 1941 first issue-the film 
was Karnowski's first exposure. 
"I don't think he is one of the front 
runner comic book characters," 
said Karnowski. "He's one of the 
earlier ones. I am sure this movie 
will bring him more to the 
forefront." 

When asked what kind of audi
ence he expects the movie to 
appeal to, Karnowski responded, 
"I think this is the kind of movie 
that will appeal to a very wide 
range of people, in the same way 
that BACK TO T_HE FUTURE 
had that appeal to a broad section 

of the aud1cnce. We also have 
some of the same elements [as that 
film]. in terms of time. That is 
something that I really like about 
this picture-the sort of'fish out of 
water' quality to the story. Rogers, 
a man of the 1940's, suddenly finds 
himself in our world today, and 
you have a nice perspective of 
what you think of as being a very 
pure period of American history, 
when good was good and bad was 
bad, black was black and white 
was white. Life was simpler back 
then. and clear cut. So we see our 
world through his eyes and that 
makes it very interesting." 0 

The makers of the new super
hero movie insist that their project 
was around, at least in script form. 
long before Warner Bros released 
BATMAN. "I read It about three 
year� ago as a writing sample." 
said Pyun of writer Stephen Tel
kin's script. faithful to both of the 
comic's incarnations. "I was 
blown away at the quality of it and 
its really unique approach to the 
comic book genre. At the time, 
Cannon had the rights to it and the 
rights lapsed right back to Marvel. 
So it didn't look like it could be 
made. but I was pretty persistent 
over three years. It finally all came 
together." 

What has not come together is 
the proposed SPIDER MAN fea
ture Pyun was to have directed for 
Cannon. still in development at 
21st Century. "I'm really not sure 
where SPIDERMAN stands," 
said Pyun. ··we ran into a lot of 
problems with it, not the least of 
which was the creation of a new 
company." Former Cannon topper 
and CAPTAIN AMERICA pro
ducer Menahem Golan took over 
21st Century after Cannon was 
bought out by Pat he. taking sev
eral properties with h1m. 

ROBOCOP 2: FILMING FOR SUMMER RELEASE 

"F rankly.  t h e  CAPTAIN 
AMERICA�cript wassuperiorto 
any of the early drafts done for 
SPIDERMA ..

.. 
said Pyun. "It 

\\as omething I had wanted to do 
for a long time. So when I knew 
that there was going to be a hold 
up on SPIDERMAN. I immedi
ately pushed to be allowed to do 

Filming began in June in 
Houston on ROBOCOP II 
which is scheduled for release 
next summer by Orion Pictures. 
The script, written by Frank 
Miller, author of the seminal 
Batman graphic novel Th� Dark 
Night, and Walon Green 
(PHASE IV), pits the titular 
hero against "evil scientist" 
Belinda Bauer, and Old Detroit's 
drug kingpen Tommy Noonan. 

Peter Weller returns as the 
half-man half-robot supercop 
whose sole directive is to "pro
tect and erve." Also returning 
for the sequel is Nancy Allen as 
Weller's partner, Dan O'Her
lihy as the CEO of Omni Consu-

Peter Weller, blck punching •• Robo. 

mer Products (Robocop's crea
tors), as well as O.C.P.'s good
guy V.P. Felton Perry. 

Directed by Irvin Kirschner 
(THE EMPIRE STRIKES 
BACK), the film promises to 
deliver some inventive visuals 
with Oscar-nominee Rob Bo\tin 
updating his 1987 "robo-suit" 
and Chris Walas (THE FLY II) 
delivering the remainder of the 
special makeup effects. Two 
other ROBOCOP veterans, 
stop-motion animator Phil 
Tippet (designer of ROBO
COP's dynamic Police Droid 
E d-209) and matte painter 
Rocco Gioffre (renderer of 
Delta City's glimmering sky
line), will again stamp the film 
with their futuristic visions. 0 
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SLEEPAWAY CAMP 2 & 3 
Transvestite (I Jason" stalks the video market with two simultaneously produced sequels. 

By Gregory Nicoll 

Angela is back-and Nelson 
Entertainment has got her! The 
third installment in the grisly 
SLEEPAWAY CAMP horror 
film series-t hiS one entitled 
SLEEPAWAY CAMP 3: TEEN
AGE WASTELAND-is sched
uled for video release in mid-No
vember after a brief. limited theat
rical run in certain major market . 
The Double Helix production was 
shot in the Atlanta area during 
October of 1987, lensed back-to
hack with the series' second entry, 
SLEEPA WAY CAMP 2: UN
HAPPY CAMPERS. Both sequels 
used the same crew and locations. 
and both feature actress Pamela 
Springsteen (sister of rock star 
Bruce Springsteen) in the role of 
transsexual murderess Angela 
Baker. 

The original SLEEPAWAY 
CAMP. a 1983 releasefrom Amer
ican Eagle Film Corporation, 
(written and directed by Robert 
Hilt1ik) opened with a tragic boat
ing accident involving the family 
of young Angela (Collette Lee 
Corcoran). then flashed forward 
eight years to a summer camp 
where an older Angela (now 
played by Felissa Ro e) and her 
cousin Rick are spending their 
vacation. After the shy Angela was 
harassed by other campers and the 
staff. a series of murders begins
the work of an unseen killer. Suspi
cion falls on Rick (who appears to 
be over1ealously "protecting" 
Angela) but the movie's shocking 
final scene revealed Angela as the 
killer-and, furthermore. that 

.... n e� 
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Pame .. Sprtngateen ulhe c:amper-al811hlng Ange ... with director Michael Simpson. 

"Angela" was a boy. The real 
Angela died in the boating acci
dent and for the past eight years. 
Peter. her surviving brother, 
impersonated her. 

De pite numerous flaws. SLEEP
AWAY CAMP earned what one 
source at Double Helix described 
as "about six times" its cost and 
was New York's top-grossing title 
the weekend it opened. It has since 
become a video shop standard. 

The pair of sequels came about 
when Jerry Silva. a co-producer of 
the original film. approached 
Double Helix about putting the 
long-planned project together. 
Double Helix staffer Michael 
Hitchcock wrote the two scripts 
under the pseudonym Frit7 Gor
don. The remote Georgia shooting 

locations minimized production 
costs. keeping the sequels within 
their approximately S I million 
budget. Atlanta filmmaker Michael 
Simpson (IMPURE THOUGtiTS, 
FUNLAND. FAST FOOD) as
sumed directing chores during the 
Fall of 1987. with his then partner 
Bob Phillips serving as production 
manager. Responsibility for the 
film's many and varied gore effects 
fell on Georgia's makeup effects 
specialist Bill "Splat" Johnson. a 
graduate of the lcgcndar) profes
sional training course conducted 
by makeup veteran Dick Smith 
(THE EXORCIST. ALTERED 
STATES). 

In SLEEPAWAY CAMP 2 
Angela Baker has had a sex change 
and returns to camp as a female 

counselor. Enraged by the open 
debauchery there. she goe on 
another murder spree and butchers 
virtually every other character in 
the film. SLEEP AWAY CAMP 3 
takes an interesting new turn. As it 
opens, Angela slaughters a girl 
who wa� on her way to camp. 
Angela then assumes the dead 
girrs identity and attends camp 
once again-as a camper. The 
summer camp depicted in the third 
film is an experimental retreat for 
troubled kids. \\here the children 
of rich and poor families interact 
and learn more about each other 
and the world. 

Despite the frantic pace of its 
production. SLEEP AWAY CAMP 
3: TEENAGE WASTELAND 
contains some extremely impres
sive splaller effect . These were 
singled out for special praise in a 
surprisingly favorable review of 
the film which appeared in Variety 
last summer. "What I prefer about 
SLEEPAWAY )," said Johnson. 
"is that the methods used in the 
murders are much more clever." 
Featured gore sequence in the 
new film include a girl being 
dropped head first from atop a tall 
flagpole and a woman buried up to 
her neck being run over with a 
lawn mower. 

"Response to SLEEPAWAY 
CAMP 2 was o good and video 
pre-sales on SLEEP AWAY CAMP 
3 have been o strong." obser\'ed 
director Simpson. "that I'm 
already d1scussing a SLEEPA
WA Y CAMP4. I'm up for it. Pam 
Springsteen's up for it. If I can 
re-assemble the same crew. we11 
probably be doing it." 0 

BOXOFFICE SURVEY: GENRE TOTALS UP AFTER LAST YEAR'S DROP 
An analysis of the 50 Top 

Grossing Films, as reported 
weekly by Variety, reveals that in 
the first three quarters of 1989 

(39 weeks through 9/27), revenue 
from horror, fantasy, and cience 
fiction films rose 38.9% from last 
year's total, while boxoffice in 
general increased only 5.1%. 
Genre films captured 41.1% of 
the total revenues (26.5% last 
year). 

Though fewer genre titles were 
released, as with films in general, 
big summer blockbuster like 
BAT M A N  and INDIANA 
JONES AND THE LASTCR U
SADE more than compensated 
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for the difference. Of the 237 
films that comprised the weekly 
listings, 74 or 31.2% were genre 
titles. There were 20 cience fic
tion films (compared to 17 last 
year), accounting for 8.4% of all 
film , and 11.8% of all box office; 
31 fanta y films (31 last year). 
accounting for 13.1% of all films 
and 24.9% of revenue; and 23 
horror film (34 last year). 
accounting for 9. 7% of all films 
and 4.4% of all revenue. 

Top-grossing genre films in 
the Variety totals are li ted at 
right (through 10/18). Titles are 
indicated as horror (h), fantasy 
(f), and science fiction (sf), fol-

lowed by the number of weeks 
each title made it into the Top 50 
listing ince January I. The dol
lar amounts listed represent only 
a small sample of a film's total 
earnings (about one-fourth of a 
film's domestic gro s). 

Horror, a normally prolific 
category, saw the number of 
titles released fall a whopping 
47.8%. And, ju t one horror 
entry(PET SEMATAR Y) made 
it into the top ten. Notably 
absent from the list are the per
renial sequels to A NIGHT
MARE ON ELM STREET and 
FRIDAY THE 13TH,whichdid 
less business than expected. 0 

TOP GENRE FILMS OF '89 
BATMAN (1,11) . .. • . .... $5 5,150,MS 
INDIANA JONES AND 
THE LAST CRUSADE (I, 20). • $45,137,374 
GHOSTBUSTERS II (I, 13) . • •  $21,050,072 
HONEY I SHRUNK 
THE KIOS (tl, 18) • • • . . • • . $11,1113,384 
FIELD OF DREAMS (I, 21) .. .. $11,431,751 
TWINS (1. I) • •  $14,313,115 
PETSEMATARY(h,15) .• $13,021,20$ 
THE ABYSS (tl, I)... . • ..$12,2114,234 
STAR TREK Y: 
THE FINAL FRONnER (tl. 12) $10,152,504 
THE NAJCED GUN (1, I) . $1,411,014 
LICENCE TO KILL (tl, 11) $1,200,011 
BILL I TED'S EXCELLENT 
ADVENTURE (tl, 11) . $7,110,532 
THE'BURBS(I,I) . .  • .$1,111,112 
FLETCH LIVES tl, I).. .. • .. $1,271,735 
THE FLY II (II,$) . ...... .... . ..  $5,511,113 
PETEII PAN (I, I). . . . . . . • . • .  S$,113,043 



Steven Spielberg's idea of a love 
triangle would involve a ghost. 

.f!y Frederick 
S. Clarke 

ALWAYS was written 
for Spielberg by Jerry Bel
son (SMILE) and Ron Bass 
(BLACK WIDOW), ba ed 
on Dalton Trumbo's script 
for the original. For the 
most part their script eschews 
the '40s style tough guy
/ tough girl romantic banter 
of the original. the kind of 
aggres ive adolescent view 
of romance S pielberg adopt
ed for Harri on Ford and 
his leading ladie in the 

Steven Spielberg's second 
fantasy film of the year, 
ALWAYS, opens nation
wide December 22, just in 
time for the feel-good Christ
mas season. The Universal 
Picture release stars Rich
ard Dreyfuss and Holly 
Hunter (BROADC A S T  
NEWS) as star-<:ros e d  lov
ers whose bond reaches 
beyond death itself. Though 
Spielberg has recently ex

DlrectorStevenSplelberg. INDIANA JONES films. 
Spielberg him elf wrote 

revisions before production began earlier 
this year. 

pres ed in interviews an intere t in t�ck
ling more mature themes, ALWAYS 1sn't 
exactly a move in that direction. The pic
ture is an adult love story to be sure, but 
it's told from Spielberg's patented child' 
eye view a an emotio�ally m

.
anipu!ative 

tear-jerker. Indeed, Sp1elberg s pass1on to 
make ALWAYS, based on the 1943 
MGM Spencer Tracy vehicle A GUY 

AM ED JOE, pring from the direc
tor's memories of viewing the original on 
television as a 14 year-old, one of the first 
films to make him cry. 

The film Is bliMCI on MGM'a A GUY NAMED JOE 
(1943) In which ghoat Spencer Tr.cy (r) bulla Into the 

earthly romance of Irene Dunne and Van Johnaon. 

Viewing A GUY NAMED JOE, which 
MGM/ UA relea ed on video in 1988, it's 
easy to ee what attracted Spielberg to the 
project. Tracy plays a ri k�ta�ing �o�ld 
War II fighter pilot who d1es tn a su1c1de 
bombing run on a German aircraftcarrier, 
only to return as a guardian angel at the 
ide of fellow combat pilots. Directed by 

Victor Fleming, the film dates badlyduc to 
its nature as a war-time morale-booster. 
Spielberg has wisely jettisoned the origi
nal's World War II setting, transferring 
the action to the realm of modern-day 
pilots who fight forest fires from the air. 

Dreyfus plays the role ofT racy's egotis
tical but charming pilot hero with the 
focus of t he story shifted more squarely on 
his doomed romance with support flyer 
Hunter, played by Irene Dunne in the 
original. Replacing the martial strains of 
the old film' oft-repeated Air Force theme 
song i the use of the romantic ballad "111 
Be Seeing You,'' once considered as a title 
for the remake. a Dreyfuss' guardian 
angel mission becomes complicated when 
Hunter begins to fall for the pilot Dreyfu s 
has been assigned to help. newcomer Brad 
John on taking the role in the original that 
made Van Johnson a star. 

Spielberg's handling of the film's 
romance may have been informed by the 
director's own personal situation. Tabloid 
gossip reported from the set has linked the 

Richard Orey1uu continua to hold the torch lor Holly 
Hunter even alter he'a p111Md Into the great beyond. 

director romantically with his new leading 
lady. And 'flte National Enquirer had one 
on- et observer quote Dreyfu s as telling 
Spielberg "Maybe you'd better play the 
scene " after being shown repeatedly by 
the director how he should hold and kiss 
Hunter. 

Thankfully, Spielberg avoids A GUY 
NAMED JOE' cliched vision of heaven 
in the clouds, choosing to set the induction 
of Dreyfus as an angel on a surreal basket
ball court in the forest, presided over by 
the reassuring pre ence of a long-dead 
uncle. Dreyfus goes down in flames in his 
plane after it catches fire in a bold 
maneuver that save the life of his wise
cracking sidekick played by John Good
man the role acted by Ward Bond in the 
origi

'
nal. In a nice twist, providing a cycli

cal closure not found in the old film, Drey
fu is seen on the court at the end,po ing 
as the uncle of a new inductee. 

Also more credible is the remake's 
finale in which Hunterfliesoffto savekid 
trapp�d by a fore t fire. In the original, 
Dunne, rather improbably, take off in a 
bomber and succeeds in blowing up the 
major ammunition depot of the Japanese 
in the South Pacific. Besides scaling down 
the heroics. the new version has Dreyfuss' 
gho t clasp Hunter hand-in-hand to ave 
her from drowning when her plane 
crashe . In yet another twist not found in 
the original, Dreyfuss learns that his heav
enly mission all along was to save Hunter 
because angels are in a position to help 
mo t those that they loved best in life. 

For fans of BEAUTY AND THE 
BEAST, ALWAYS is the story of an 
impos ible love rendered �n all its i�yllic 
purity, schmaltz on an ep1c sca�e! d1shed 
out by the genre's foremost practitioner. 0 
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----------------COMMC-----------------

JOEL SCHUMACHER 
The director of THE LOST BOYS lands two 

plum fantasy and science fiction projects. 

By Art Michaels 

Despite middling-to
hostile critical response 
to his earlier genre film 
efforts. THE INCRED
IBLE SHRINKING 
WOMAN and THE 
LOST BOYS.JoeiSchu
macher will direct two 
sought-after megaproj
ects of the cinefantas

Joel Schumacher 

who were among the 
bidders for the creen 
rights to FLATLIJii
ERS discovered that 
producer Scott Rudin 
(who. at the time. had 
an exclusive deal to 
make films for Colum
bia) had "secretly"tnl·d 
to top his own employ
er's bid for the Filardi 
script. Rudin paid a 

tique. For composer Andrew 
Lloyd Webber. Schumacher will 
direct the film ver ion of Webber's 
stage hit n,e Phantom of the 
Opera. And for Stonebridge. the 
company owned by Michael 
Douglas. Schumacher will film 
THE FLATLINERS. to shoot 
first this Fall from a script by new
comer Peter Filardi. 

According to sources. FLAT
LINERS deals with "sexy. fright
ening. and metaphysical adven
tures" encountered by four medi
cal tudents who simulate near
death experiences with an EKG 
machine. Schumacher cast the $20 
million film-special effects could 
send the budget upward \\ith 
familiar faces. not stars. 

Last summer. the ALTERED 
STATES-ish FLATLINERS 
became a cause celebre. Execu
tives for Columbia Pictures 

Took e ltckln', but atilt tlckln' et 
Untverut, Kevin Yegher't Chuc:ky. 
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reported $250,000. By the terms of 
a well-publici1ed settlement 
between the studio and the pro
ducer, Rudin will now act as 
"hands off' executive producer 
on such pet projects a FLAT
LINERS. as \\ell as the futuristic 
PIN CUSHION. to \\hich John 
Carpenter and Cher had been 
attached. with Ray Stark and 
Daniel Melnick producing. 

It will be interesting to see 
whether THE FLATLINERS
which Schumacher could have in 
theatres by late Summer or early 
Fall. 1990 packs half as much 
intrigue as the machinations that 
preceded it. 

At about the same time. if all 
goes as planned. Schumacher 
should be shooting the movie ver
sion of composer Webber's stage 
phenomenon. THE PHANTOM 
OF THE OPERA-a project in 

CIDLD'S PLAY 2 

NIXEDBYUA 
United Artists. which filmed 

the original, has passed on its 
option to make CHILD'S 
PLAY 2 at the direction of its 
new owners. Qintex Australia 
Ltd. The move reflected Qin
tex's decision to take a moral 
stand against "exploitation" 
horror films. Judging from the 
bidding war that ensued among 
other major studios to pick up 
the rights to the profitable hor
ror franchise, it's not a view 
shared by many. Universal 
won the coveted rights to make 
the David Kirschner produc
tion, with filming set for 
November. John Lafia directs 
from a script by Don Mancini 
with Kevin Yagheragain bring
ing the murderous Chucky to 
animatronic life. 0 

Schumecher'a big-budget 111m version ol Andrew Lloyd Webber'• PHANTOM OF 
THE OPERA will leeture Mlcheel C111wlord end S.111h Brlghtmen (Mrt. Webber). 

which both Steven Spielberg and 
Michael Jackson had reportedly 
expressed intere�t. Schumacher 
said that composer-lyricist Web
ber had caught up with his 
movies-which range from D.C. 
CAB to COUSINS-at the urg
ing of Paramount executive Gary 
Luchessi. Apparently. Webber 
liked what he saw. After prelimi
nary meetings between Webber 
and Schumacher in London and 
Los Angeles. the multi-million
aire offered Schumacher the 
chance to direct the film of what 
will likely become musical the
atre·� all-time money maker. 

"It was thrilling ... said Schum
acher. the specifics of'' hose deal 
with Webber's Really Useful 
Company arc currently in negoti
ation. In an effort to exert creative 
control O\Cr his \\Ork. Webber 
whom Schumacher said will be 
"very actively involved" in the 
film will offer to pro�pecti\e 
studio bidder a package deal 
including Schumacher and the 
stars of the hit musical. Michael 
Crawford as The Phantom and 
Sara Brightman (Webber·� wife) 
as his singing protegee. Appar
ently. the winning stud1o will be 
the one that offers Webber the 
most attracti\e crcati\c and 
financial terms. It \\ ill be mterest
ing to see whether Universal. 

'' hich has made noise\ to the 
effect that it ha� a lock on the 
underlying film nghts. will raise a 
ruckus. 

For no\\. Schumacher and 
Webber arc sketchmg 1n plans for 
the film. "We ha\en't yet decided 
on \\hat countr) to 'hoot the 
mO\ ie." cxplamcd Schumacher. 

'' ho hmt� the mo\lc \ er\lon will 
boa�t eye-popfllng production 
\alue� that make the play \\Orth 
�ccmg. "I'd hke to �hoot a couple 

of scene� in Paris. But it'� a fan
tasy. an opera. and we're going to 
be anything but literal about it." 

Schumacher and Webber' 
PHANTOM OF THE OPERA 
will not only bru h up against 
memories of past mo\ ie \ cr ion 
starring Lon Chancy. Claude 
Rains. and Herbert Lom. but also 
\\ ith two in-the-works variations. 
Robert Englund peels off his 
Freddy Krueger get-up for a 
�traight-ahead horror version 
from 21st Century Relea�ing this 
October. complete with decapita
tions and exploding blood bags 
(20:1:31). And Wolfgang Petersen 
(THE NEVERENDING STORY) 
has long been plannmg an upscale 
l'crsion with mu�1c by Michel 
Legrand �ct during the NaTi 
occupation. Marlon Brando has 
been mentioned in conjunction 
\\ ith Peter\en 's project. for '' h1ch 
the director has reworked a report
edly brilliant. brooding script b� 
Dcnni� Potter (THE SI�GING 
DETECTIVE). Sources suggest 
1 ha 1 Petersen's on-again. off
again project has been eclipsed b) 
budgetary and casting problems. 
as well as by Peter�en's mvolvc
ment with a psychological thriller. 
THE PLASTIC �IGHl MARE. 
reported!) to star William Hurt 
and Si�sy Spacek. 

THE FLATLINERS and THE 
PHA�l OM OF I HE OPERA 
could casih \ault Joel Schu
macher to ·Hoii\\\OOd\ front 
ranks of director\. or they could 
reaffirm ho\\ poor the industr) \ 
JUdgement 1s about '' ho \ho•Jid 
call the 'hoh on b1g-budgct fan
ta�) film,. lmagmc PHA:'IITOM 
OF 111 E OPERA 10 the hand� of 
'uch ,,,h,ts a' Da\ld L\nch or 
Martin Scor\e\C. ":'\0\\," oh,er\ed 
Schumacher. "I ju't have to do 
them \\ell." 0 



New Line tries to launch a new horror franchise 
on the ashes of Tobe Hooper's failed sequel. 

By Steve 
Biodrowski 

Does the world really 
need another TEXAS 
CHAINSA W MASSACRE 
sequel? New Line Cinema 
hopes so, and after the box
office disappointment of 
their latest Freddy Krueger 
opus, they are no doubt 
eager to see if audiences 
agree when LEATHER
F A C E: T H E  TEXAS 
CHAINSA W MASSACRE 
Ill  opens on November 3rd. 

New Line, which acquired 
distribution rights to the 
original TEXAS CHAIN
SAW MASSACRE in 1979, 
wanted to produce the first 
sequel in 1986; but at that time, 
director Tobe Hooper, who 
owned sequel rights along with 
his co-writer Kim Henkel and 
several other investors, was 
under contract to The Cannon 
Group, which wanted the 
sequel in exchange for financ
ing Hooper's big-budget efforts, 
LIFEFORCE and INVAD
ERS FROM MARS. When 
Cannon's sequel flopped, the 
rights reverted to the original 
investors, and New Line 
thought it would be a good 
idea to try again, according to 
production executive Michael 
DeLuca, who guided the proj
ect through development. 

None of the original cast 
and crew worked directly on 
LEATHERFACE. 1Hooper] 
was doing SPONTANEOUS 
COMBUSTION," explained 
DeLuca. "I don't think he was 
really interested. I've kept in 
touch with Kim Henkel through 
the whole process, and Kim's 
seen the scripts and given a lot 
of good input." The film was 

written by splatterpunk author 
David J. Schow and directed 
by Jeff Burr (THE OFF
SPRING, STEPFATHER II). 
Makeup effects were provided 
by Greg Nicotero, and the cast 
includes Kate Hodge and Wil
liam Butler as two innocent vic
tims, Ken Foree (DAWN OF 
THE DEAD) as a weekend 
warrior who comes to their aid, 
and R.A. Mihailoff asLeather
face. 

Despite its Roman numeral, 
LEATHERFACE is almost 
completely divorced from its 
predecessor, which adopted a 
comic tone and killed off all its 
characters, making direct con
tinuity impossible. Instead, 
DeLuca hired Schow towritea 
"spiritual sequel to the first 
film," bringing back Leather
face and creating a new weird 
family to surround him. "Leath
erface was the only character it 
made sense to bring back, "said 
DeLuca. "You look at the 
other two films, and the most 
arresting image and the most 

compelling image has always 
been Leatherface." 

Although Schow had never 
written a feature screenplay, 
DeLuca felt he could afford the 
risk on the film's low budget. "I 
picked David mostly because 
of his prose work and his repu
tation as a young, new writer of 
horror fiction. I thought he was 
suitable because the project is 
not fantasy oriented; it's very 
reality based. It counts on its 
reality to make it disturbing, 
and David's writing is of that 
variety." 

Burr, whose THE OFF
SPRING hardly endeared him 
to horror fans, might seem an 
odd choice for director. It was 
Burr's work on STEPFATHER 
II that brought him to the 
attention of New Line. "Da
vid's script came back very vis
ceral, very relentless, and if it 
were directed with a heavy 
hand, it might have been a little 
bit too exploitative," said 
DeLuca. "What we liked about 
Jeff was the restraint he 

showed in STEPFATHER 
II, and we thought he could 
wring true suspense out of a 
lot of situations in the script, 
as opposed to just going for 
the gross out, which is very 
easy to do in a film like this." 

Burr, however, did not 
like Schow's draft of the 
script ... It had some interest
ing things, but what i didn't 
like was that it was very, 
very gory for no reason
just wall-to-wall ultra-vio
lence, very Clive Barkerish 
descriptions of what hap
pens to a human body when 
it decomposes or gets sliced 
open," said the director ... In 
my mind, after Romero and 
some of the others, you're 

not breaking any taboos any
more-you're not breaking 
any new ground-so why do 
it?'' 

Burr did not pursue the proj
ect, and New Line selected 
another director, who had 
worked on the company's A 
N IG H T M A R E  O N  E L M  
STREET television series. 
When that director became 
unavailable due to schedule 
difficulties, Burr received a 
last minute phone call asking 
him to take over-with only 
three weeks preproduction 
time to worry about locations, 
casting, and rewrites. "My ten
dency was to make it a little 
more imaginative and charac
ter oriented, as opposed to a 
gore-a-thon," said Burr, .. even 
though I don't think we11 be 
disappointing the hardcore 
audience.) tried togetasmuch 
family stuff in, because I 
thought that was what was 
great about Part l:the oddball 
characters." 

contfiiiiM on paae 6t 
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horrific layer cake com
prised. according to 
monster meister Ste
phen King. of "terror 
on top. horror below, 
and lowest of all. the 
gag reflex of revul ion." 

Silver and H BO be
lieved. however, that 
the comics could,  if 
handled properly, be 

'' Directing horror is really 
directing. I would have hated to 
go through my life as a director 

without having done it. And I have 
always been a fan of Gaines.'' 

called on to care the stuffing 
out of audiences weaned on a 
di quieting diet of thin net
work pablum and the more 
visceral brew available on 
screen and ca sette. 

Holland's episode certainly 
gave William Gaines, founder 
of the EC Comics line of hor
ror titles The Haum of Fear, 
Tales From the Crypt and 
Vault of Horror-and the man 

perhaps best known as the cre
ator of Mad Maga:ine-a few 
arrythmic moments. The il
\er-locked and gray-bearded 
Gaines. who still churns out 
Mad Maga:ine from his own 
private vault-a hideously 
over-air conditioned 13th 
floor Madison Avenue office 
i n  N e w  Y o r k - s h u d d ered 
slightly while contemplating 
Holland's episode (which Hol
land wrote with former writing 
partner Michael McDowell). 

"I've seen 15 or 20 scripts. "  
Gaines explained one Friday. 
early last March. "and by and 
large I liked them. The produc
ers eem to respect the mate
rial, and they have accepted my 
advice on several plot points. 
But there is a lot of sex and 
profanity in some of these 
scripts which I don't alway 
think is necessary. 

"Of course our comic had a 
lot of gore. and that made orne 
people uncomfortable. I myself 
never had a problem with the 
gore. But. my God. you've got 
people humping each other in 
the e things." 

At 67. Gaine doesn't feel 
comfortable with humping 
not in plain view anyway. 
Dragging people's kishkes 
along the floor or stuffing the 
family jewels into a blender 
the e practice!. he doesn't 
mind. not even with k i d s  
watching. But mildly hot ex 
and what Gaines calls "cuss 
word!." make him nervous. 

TALES FROM THE CRYPT 
a!. envisioned by producers 

ilver. William (TALES FROM 
T H E  DARKSIDE) Teitler. 

and Donner. however, is decid
edlynotintended for kid . even 
if they them elves were expo ed 
to and developed a reverence 
for the comics as children. 

The pilot trilogy screened 
last June 10 turned out to be a 
potent, if somewhat inconsis
tent brew. largely. it is rumored 
by sources very high in the pro
duction, because of some initial 
trouble with the quality of the 

cripts-most of which. thank
fully. were eventually ironed 
out. 

The Hill adaptation of "The 
Man Who Wa!> Death." which 
was written by Hill and Robert 
(ACTION JACKSON) Reneau 
and which starred Bill (K-9) 
Sadler. as an out-of-work exe
cutioner. emerged as a fully 
updated. highly styli7ed little 
feature performed with wit. 
expertly cut and reminiscent of 
Hill's 48 HO R S  in its comic 
book intensity. The Zemecki 
episode. Fred (T H E  MON
STER SQUAD) Dekker's adap
tation of" And All Through the 
House" featuring Larry (L.A. 
LAW) Drake as a murdering 
Santa Claus and Zemeckis' 
wife. Mary Ellen Trainor, was 
Jess succes ful. working better 
as an exercise in comedy than 
terror. Gaines. however. thought 
the Zemeckis episode was 

"excellent-the best anyone 
has ever done." and that all of 
EC' horror storie had been 
intended as comedy and should 
be interpreted as such. 

Donner's rendition of "Dig 
That Cat-He's Real Gone." 
which wa penned by Terry 
( D E A D  H EAT) Black and 
starred Joe (MIDNIGHT RUN, 
E M PI R E OFT H E SUN) Pan
toliano as a death-defying car
nival performer. contained 
some interesting cutting, but 
also seemed oddly under!>tocked 
in the chill department. It's 
premi e of a gland tran plant 
from a cat giving Pantoliano 
nine lives i certainly amu ing 
and the segment i expertly 
filmed and performed. but in a 
time of genome mapping and 
hot and cold running fusion. 
who can believe any of this 
malarkey? 

he inevitable ques
tion is this: in the 
age of sordid tab
loid TV. can this 
T A L E S  F R O M  
T H E  CR YPTstill 
pack the wallop 

that made !>UCh an indelible 
impression upon Stephen King 
and hordes of horror writers. 
filmmaker . and aficionados. 
by carving out a niche for itself 

"And All Through The HOUM." the pilot episode directed by Robert Zemeckls, had 
Llnd�ey Whitney Barry •• the IHtle girt who leta In murdering Sante Claua Larry 

Drake (right). bued on Johnny Cralg'a 1954 alrlp from Vault ol HOtTOr 135 (below). 

LOOK,ItfOIIMY' LOOK.' 
SANTA CLAUS /SHERE.' 

I LET H/11/Nl.f 

somewhere out there in 
Stuart Gordon terri
tory? Or will this series. 
which however unfet
tered ae thetically, can
not esca pe t h e  con
straint of time and 
budget. ultimately de
volve into being hor
ror's answerto HAPPY 
DAYS? 

Even Gaine!. realizes that 
some of the veins mined by EC 
have, by now, been tapped dry. 
"The cornier vampire and 
werewolf stories we did just 
won't work today." he said. 
"We killed them off. " The 
remaining stories haven't lost 
all of their j uice; a few of them. 
in fact. appear to be virtually 
timeless, if excessively spare 
for dramatic adaptation. But 
those who rediscover the com
ics in the TV adaptations or in 
expensive, boxed hardcover 
sets which sell for a hefty price, 
may regard the once-potent 
shocks contained in their pages 
as fairly quaint. These are, 
after a l l ,  the days of Ted 
Bundy, wilding, and AI DS. 

Still. it's strong stuff for 
H BO. a cable company whose 
very name- H ome Box Of
fice implies it places a pre
m i u m  on family entertain
ment. The cabler's embrace of 
TALES FROM T H E  C R Y PT 
comes from the realization that 
merely occupying a niche as a 
clearing house for feature films 
that have stopped moving at 
the corner video shop will not 
propel them into, or sustain 
them during the raving '90s. 
"Original programming," ex
plained Chris Albrecht, senior 
vice president for original pro-
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programming at H BO's 
West Coast headquar
ters and the man respon
sible for such recent 
a n tholo gy shows as 
VIETNAM WARSTO
R I ES. is the only thing 
we can offer our sub
scribers exclusively. 
We can give them adult 
fare with a feature film 

WILLIAM TEITL•A 

'' These directors brought the 

same expectations to these half 
hour segments that they brought 

to their feature films. They're 
not compromising their vision. '' 

thi tremendous oppor
tunity lipping between 
our fingers." recalled 
Teitler, "and we decided 
not to let Zemeckis get 
a wa y .  So we pul led 
together Fred Dekker's 
script and began to get 
the project going." 

A soundstage in North 

ensibility that simply is not 
available on network television." 

Gaines. who serves as "cre
ative consultant" on the H BO 
serie . intends to see that the 
comics are done ju tice to.  
Gaine has been fiercely pro
tective of the EC Comic prop
ertie in the past. In the early 
70s, producers Max J. Rosen
berg and Milton Subotsky of 
English-based Amicus Pro
ductions turned out two EC
inspired antho logy features 
TALES FROM THE C R Y PT 
(1971) and VAULT OF HOR
ROR ( 1972). Though the film 
were commercially, if not artis
tically succe ful (see 2:4:5 and 
3: I :26), Gaines pulled the plug 
before Amicus could mount 
THE HAUNT OF FEAR or 
TALES FROM THEINCRED
I B LE. the latter based on EC' 
science fiction comics. 

"I stopped doing busine s 
with Rosenberg because I was 
not happy with the way they 
would never take any of my 
suggestions." aid Gaine . "I 
felt they were crewing with 
the stories. which offended 
me. Although we made a lot of 
money with the deal, I called it 
quits." 

According to Walter Hill. 
TALES FROM THE C R Y PT 
was sub equently optioned by 

Danny Grodnik. a producer 
and now the publisher of 

ational Lampoon magazine. 
who some 10 years ago. ap
proached Hill to direct an epi
sode for a feature adaptation 
Grodnik was allegedly pitch
ing (unbeknownst to Gaine ) 
to Paramount. Grodnik's 
project. Hill noted. was also to 
have showcased episodes by 
John Carpenter and David 
Cronenberg. but Paramount 
is said to have eventually lost 
interest. Gaines. however. said 
his only recollection of Grod
nik was that he had2nnounced 
his interest to produce a movie 
ba ed on Mad. 

Then there wasJohn Hughe ' 
1985 production of WEIRD 
SCIENCE, which only u ed 
the EC Comics title-Gaines 
said he didn't much care forthe 
movie. The film' producers 
came back and asked to use the 
title for a prospective TV 
series. but this time Gaines 
declined. insisting that he 
would only do so if his horror 
material were used in the series. 
which didn't prove amenable 
to the producers. 

Gaines' EC comics material 
"bounced around Hollywood" 
until 1988, when producer Joel 
Silver. who Gaines said had 
been interested in it for longer 

Oul-<»f-work execu•oner Bill S.dler geta • taste of hit 
own medicine In dlrKior W111er Hill's nolrith '1'he 

Mlln Who Was Death," bated on a atrip (b&low) In lhe 
April 1950 flrat l11ue of EC'a Tales From the Crypt, 

graphic horror with h ambience of an Edvan:f Munch. 
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than he can remember. ap
proached him with a deal. 
Gaine was ufficiently im
pre�!>ed by Silver's credentials 
and7eal tosellhim the right to 
as many of the 500 or sostorie 
that had appeared in EC's var
ious horror and cience fiction 
comic as Silver was prepared 
to adapt in his serie . Once the 
series came to an end. how
ever. the right would revert 
back to Gaines. In return. 
Gaines was hired as a cript 
consultant and was promised 
he would see the scripts chosen 
for production in advance and 
that any advic e he could 
proffer would gratefully be 
taken into account. 

a-producer William 
Teitler was not in
volved in the forma
tive stages of T ALES 
FROM THE CRYPT. 
He came onto the 
project in October 

1988. a month before Robert 
Zemeckis was slated to begin 
shooting hi episode. The rela
tively hart amount oftimeear
marked for preproduction was 
dictated by Zemeckis'commit
ment to begin shooting BACK 
TO THE FUTURE I I  and Ill 
later that Fall. 

"We realized that here wa 

Hollywood wa quickly 
rented and a largely non-union 
production team wa assembled. 
Kevin Yagher. the 26 year-old 
creator of killer-doll Chucky in 
Tom Holland ' C H I L D 'S 
PLAY was brought on to 
design the animatronic Crypt
Keeper ( ee sidebar. page 24) 
and set designer began as em
bling his inner-sanctum. R ich
ard Edlund of Bo s Films. 
meanwhile. set about design
ing the series' quick-paced 
opening equence (see sidebar. 
page 21). 

"What seems wonderful to 
me about this production," 
aid Teitler. "was that these 
directors brought the same 
expectation to the e half
hour segments that they brought 
to WHO FRA M E D  ROG E R  
RABBIT? or 48 HOURS or 
LETHAL W E A PON. They 
are not compromising their 
artistic vision for televi ion. 
Quite the opposite. They are 
merely f i l l ing them into a 
smaller container. telling sto
ries as they are used to telling 
storie . " 

Zemeckis wa too young to 
have read the EC horror com
ics as a child-he caught them 
on the rebound during the '60 . 
and when Silver suggested he 
sign on. Zemeckis agreed on 
the condition that "they be true 
t o  the comic in tone and 
spirit." Silver assured him that 
this wa hi intent and. recalled 
Zemeckis. "the next day all the 
comics came to my door. and 
Joel �aid pick one." 

Indeed. Zemeckis said he 
had long harbored the hope of 
directing a horror film. but that 
he could not. given the pinna
cle his career had reached. 
become invol\ ed i n a  project of 
the stature of. say. A NIGHT
M A R E  ON ELM STREET 
sequel. "It would have to be 
loftier than that for me to 
imest time in a feature." he 
said. " Which i too bad. because 
directing horror i!> rea//ydirect
ing. I would have hated to go 
through my life as a director 



without having done it." 
Dekker wa brought onto 

the project by Sil ver. with 
whom he had been friendly for 
orne time. The two had long 

wanted to work together, said 
Dekker. and the tongue-in
cheek en ibility ilver recog
ni7ed in the EC material eemed 
to recommend the writer. 
Moreover. said Dekker. "R ob
ert Zemeckis was familiar with 
my work as a writer and a ked 
that I do his segment. .

. 

Dekker told Zemeckis he 
wanted to adapt "The Thing 
From the Grave:· a romantic 
triangle about a woman with 
two suitors. one of whom kills 
the other and the woman as 
well. Eventually the original 
uitor rises from the grave and 

exact his revenge. "I felt
and I aid this to everyone-" 
recalled Dekker. "that we were 
lacking the prototypical Tales 
From The Crypt story. in 
which there i romantic deceit. 
treachery, and you always 
have omeone rising from the 
grave with maggots faiJing out 
of their eye- ockets." 

Zemeckis found himself 
attracted to the Johnny Craig 
story" All Through the Hou e." 
not knowing that it had been 
adapted for the creen 15 years 
before by Amicu . Dekker 
acknowledged the story as one 
of his own favorite . "But I had 
nixed it right off becau c of the 
Amicus movie." 

Zemeckis was intent on 
doing an ep isode which. he 

aid. would be contained both 
directorially and practically. "I 
wanted todo somethtngononc 
et and with a mall cast-1 felt 

a limited environment would 
let me do something suspense
ful.·· Upon learning from Dek
ker that Amicu had appar-

Joe Penlobno • Uh1c the Undying In 
"Dig Thill Cet . • .  He·a Reel Gone." 

clrectOf Alc:hllrd Donner' a eplaodt llbou I 
11 cemlvel dllredevll who lnherlta nine 
11vea from 11 cet. bllaed on the 1953 alrlp 
dr11wn by Jeck Devla (ebove) from the 
October IMue of The Hll�r�t of Feer 1121. 

ently felt similarly, Zemeckis, 
omewhat disheartened, rented 

the cassette of the first TA LES 
FROM T H E  CRYPT feature. 
He decided upon viewing it, 
however. that what he had in 
mind for the story wa nothing 
like what had been done. 

Dekker said he and Zemeckis 
coiJaborated on the story "beat 
by beat." But they reali1..cd that 
the comic strip alone. however 
accomplished. could not po si
bly sustain half an hour of nar
rative. Holed up in Zemeckis' 
office at Amblin. where Zem
ecki wa writing his RACK 
TO T H E  F TU R E  equels. 
they devoted three day to 
embellishing the story's initial 
"McGuffin" with enough ob
stacles to nesh out the story to 
fill the allotted time. Armed 
with undry plot point . Dekker 

auntered home to bang out a 
first draft. 

Dekker learned to appre
ciate Zemeckis' capacities as a 
writer. which he called "a god-

TMn Hollllnd directs Stephen Shellen •• 11 huabllr1d ebouf to meet up with en exe 
In "lover Come Heck to Me.· Hollllnd uld he liked the freedom of WOftllng on HBO. 

end." Explained Dekker. "In 
Hollywood. writer are gener
ally sucked into the black hole 
of development, meaning that 
if you agree to write omething 
it is almo t a certainty that you 
will write it five or ix times. 
But Bob knew exactly where he 
was going. and basically the 
way I wrote it the first time was 
the way it was shot. The only 
thing Bob changed was some 
dialogue on the et to make the 
actors more comfortable. and 
he did come up with one more 
obstacle for the film's zinger 
ending," which entailed Trainor 
inadvertently locking herself 
in a closet from which she 
watche in terror as the psycho 
Santa climbs past her into her 
daughter's upstairs bedroom, 
one of the series few genuine 

hock thus far. 
According to Gaines, Zem

eckis and Dekker were also 
initially inclined. as had been 
Amicu director Freddie Fran
cis 15 years earlier to little 
effect. to have Trainor. who 
has ju t murdered her hus
band. throttled in full view by 
the renegade Santa. But Gaines 
demurred and made his mis
givings known to Zemeckis. 

" I  didn't like the ending of 
the Briti h version and the 
Americans. I learned, wanted 
to do the same thing," said 
Gaines. "To Zemeckis' credit, 
though. I suggested that they 
ju t leave her creaming her 
head off. like we did in the 
comic. They did, and I think it 
came off beautifully." 

Zemeckis acknowledged 
that he felt impelled through-

out the production to stick as 
closely as possible to the intent 
of the original Craig story. "I 
have always been a fan of 
Gaines and I would have hated 
to think that he'd been dis
turbed by anything we had 
done, because we worked hard 
to keep it pure. 

"But there is a certain amount 
of updating that has to be 
done-particularly in the area 
of the attitudes and morality 
conveyed in the original com
ic . Also, in the comics, the tale 
of retribution and the suspense 
is intellectual. In the film you 
had to make it visceral. Another 
thing I thought needed chang
ing was that the comic was told 
from the murderer's point of 
view. I have never liked telling 
stories that way ... 

Zemeckis shot his episode in 
a week. Having emerged from 
two tortuous years on W H O  
FRAMED ROGER RABBIT?, 
his second sojurn in TV (Zem
eckis. like H olland, directed a 
segment of AMAZ ING STO
R I ES) was, he was purported 
to have said, "like a trip to 
Disneyland." 

"I think what TV offers, .. he 
noted, "is the chance to hone 
your craft a little bit without 
having immense amounts of 
money at stake. You can try 
some things, you can experi
ment, sort oflikewhen a come
dian tries his stuff out at the 
Comedy Store before doingan 
H BO special. 

"Doing cable TV basically 
lets you nex as a film director. 
If all you ever do is features. 
you always have to cover your-
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THE EFFECTS 

Boss Film shot the show}s 
opening, dizzying plunge into 

the lair of the Crypt-Keeper. 

By Sheldon Teitelbaum 

One of the ironies of Steven 
Spielberg's AMAZING STO
RI ES was that the brief"Story
teller" sequence that began 
each show proved more mem
orable than the individual epi
sodes themselves. That will not 
l ikely be the case with TALES 
FROM T H E  C R Y PT-the 
writing is stronger and 'the 
show's attitude is more focused. 
But the hur ly-burly j a u n t  
through the Crypt-Keeper's 
haunt that starts off each epi
sode has more jolts in it than 
most of the episodes screened 
thus far. 

The sequence, which has a 
camera barreling up a hill and 
into the inner recesses of a suit
ably creaky gothic castle in one 
apparently u n i nterrupt ed 
swoop, was crafted by Richard 
Edlund's Marina Del Rey
based Boss Film effects shop 
for about $400,000-roughly 
half the cost of one of the first 
episodes. 

"If we were doing a $30 mil
lion movie," explained pro
ducer Bill Teitler, "we could 
not have made a more sophis
ticated or compelling opening. 
This has miniatures, blue 
screen, rotoscoped ani ma
tion-every trick in the trade. 
And it's exquisite." 

This is Boss Film's second 
foray into TV. Edlund's com
pany previously undertook 
effects work for Disney's ill
fated EA RTH-STAR VOY
AGER. "Joel [Silver] wanted 
us," said Edlund, .. because we 
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have only one quality level 
whether we're working on TV 
or features-our best. And we 
wanted to prove to ourselves 
we could work well within the 
l imitations of TV." 

Edlund worked with Silver 
on DIE H A R D- Boss Film 
was nominated for an Acad
emy Award for its effects in 
that movie. It was Silver, said 
Edlund, who proposed shoot
ing the miniature effects se-

quence as one unending shot, 
although the idea might have 
been Robert Zemeckis' to 
begin with. 

Of course, the sequence is 
nothing of the sort. Once 
through the front door, the 
sequence shifts to l ive-ac
tion-the interior set was 
erected at a sound stage in 
North H o l lywood. In the 
library the wall panels open to 
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self. In these you just go 
for the style-as long as '' I covered a little less. You 
you don't tamper with 
the material." 

Zemeckis said he cast 
Larry Drake as the 
crazed Santa because 
"he had the right edge 
and spin on the charac-

don � have as much money on the 
set as you'd have even in a fairly 

low budget film. You have to put 
a finer point on your pencil. '' 

ter. He's playing the 
intensity of a psychotic 
character. but he also has his 
tongue firmly planted in check." 
As for Trainor, with whom he 
had worked on ROMANCING 
T H E  STONE: "She's never 
done anything this intense be
fore-neither have I, for that 
matter. It's a little unsettling 
having your wife play a mur
derer." 

WALTDHILL 

erhap but for the 
grace of motion pic
tures, director Wal
ter Hill expects he 
would have become 
a cartoonist or com
ic book artist ... There 

are those who say, in fact, that 
I've achieved my ambition," he 
noted somewhat sardonica lly. 

Hill  was eight or nine years 
old when he first encountered 
EC Comics, and he preferred 
them over "the stuff  the 
[George] Lucas crowd seemed 
to like, which was a li�tle too 
clean for my tastes. The stories 
in EC were interesting, but it 
was the renderings by guys like 
AI Feldstein and Jack Davis 
that I thought was just break
through work." 

Hill first picked "The Man 
Who Was Death" as the basis 
for a screen adaptation a 
decade ago, when he had been 
approached for the Paramount 
production that was to have 
placed him in league with Cro
nen berg and Carpenter. The 
art, he recalled, possessed a dis
tinct M unchean quality that 
appealed to him, while the sto
ry-in which a prison execu
tioner finds unemployment 
not to his liking in the wake of 
the repeal of the death penal
ty-suggested to him a charac
ter study in the style of an 
Edgar Allan Poe or Ambrose 
Bierce. 

Unlike Zemeckis, Hill had 
no reservations about sustain
ing the narrative through the 
eyes of his protagonist. In fact, 
Hill has his executioner talk to 
the camera. trying to seduce 
the aud ience to his point of 

view. It is a theatrical conceit 
which, given the fate that 
awaits him at the end, is some
what akin to that employed by 
director Rudolph Mate in the 
1949 suspenser D.O.A. 

" I  wanted to get into the 
guy's head." said Hill. "The 
trick to this piece, if it works, is 
that although this man is a 
seriously twisted, grotesque 
individual, there is something 
seductively human about him. 
Truffaut once said that there 
are no monsters, only the mon
strous. It's probably as anti
thetical a statement as you 
could make regarding an EC 
comic but I think it's true." 

Indeed. as Talbot. actor Bill 
Sad ler's homespun spin on 
matters of life-and most espe
cially death-arc oddly engag
ing. Death, Talbot explains as 
he makes his rounds through 
some of the seedier sections of 
Los Angeles, is a disease which 
must be confronted honestly 
and with dignity. "It's a dis
ease," he declares. "You eat it, 
you drink it, you breathe it. you 
fuck it-we're all pregnant 
with it. I like death." 

Hill cast Sadler, a relative 
unknown in a series that has 
avoided using name-brand 
stars. beca use "he read the hell 
out of it." Sadler, who is a 
country boy from upstate New 

York, played the Okie cornball 
executioner to the hilt. "The 
great thing was I didn't have to 
direct him," said Hill. "Some
times d irecting is more a case of 
staying out of the way than 
pushing things. He was in there 
from the first minute I met him 
and I tried not to break the roll. 
Instead I concentrated all of 
my energy on the look of the 
piece. "  

Hill's lack o f  obtrusiveness 
during the shoot is characteris
tic of his style of direction. " I  
like things t o  be pia tic," he 
said. "I don't like showing up 
with a list of 17 hots. What I 
like is to rehearse and then fig
ure out how to shoot the scene. 
Figuring out how to shoot 
things has always been very 
easy for me." 

The look Hill got is d istinc
tive-sort of a noir sensibility 
tinged with early shades of 
cyberpunk. Initially, Hill said, 
he had contemplated doing the 
episode in black and white-an 
idea that also appealed to his 
director of photography, John 
Leonetti. who compared the 
final product to "a black and 
white film shot in color." 

"I wanted a l u rid comic 
look," explained Hill,  "a more 
classic EC visual style. I used a 
lot of wide-angle lenses. a lot of 
backlight and a ton of color. 

Welter Hill aels up e shol ol convict J. W. Smith In "The Men Who w .. Deeth." 

The reason I opted for 
color in the end was I 
was told I had to do it. 
S ure I thought it would 
work in black and white. 
But I also thought there 
was a good argument
which I came up with 
m y s e l f - f o r  c o l o r .  
Doing i t  in black and 
white would not have 

been honoring the tradition of 
EC Comics. We really needed 
to make a connection to the 
comics. So there I was arguing 
against myself and winning ... 

Hill does not believe that 
audiences watching this stuff 
from the vantage point of the 
tai l-end of a decade not known 
for its seething social con
science will be put off by the 
moral tone of these stories, 
which, he acknowledges, is as 
grim as can be. "I don't think 
the times are amoral or im
moral any more than any other 
decade can be said to be so," 
said Hill. "The abortiondebate 
is certainly about peoples' con
ceptions of morality. And I 
think that thedebate isgoingto 
get bigger." 

If there is any blame to be 
meted out for the decided 
dearth of grim Grand Guignol 
in TV and even features, noted 
Hill, it should be placed at the 
feet of studio and TV execu
tives who, he believes, have 
spent the last 15 years under
mining two millennia of dra
matic history, mainly by tag
ging as many of its films as it 
could with requisite happy 
endings. 

" H ollywood has not only 
avoided tragedy," intoned 
Hill, "they've refused to let it 
exist. The studios lack the con
fidence that American audi
ences will sustain a movie with 
an unhappy ending. This is 
worse than silly-it is stifling a 
lot of good stories. Hopefully 
with the advent of original 
cable programming we can 
expect to see an end to this kind 
of nonsense." 

Yet Hill would not want to 
pursue a career in TV-not 
even in the unfettered environ
ment of cable production. The 
idea was to make little features 
for the small screen, but Hill  
discerned some differences in 
approach. "I covered a little 
less and didn't make as many 
shots as I usuallydo. You don't 
have as much money on the set 
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ANIMATRONICS 

Makeup effects expert Kevin 
Yagher pulls the strings on the 

show's droll puppet host. 

By Sheldon Teitelbaum 

Richard Donner believes 
Kevin Yagher may have done 
too good a job designing the 
Crypt-Keeper. "I think by the 
end of the third episode he's 
going to try to get his own 
series, the little rat," quipped 
Donner. 

"Wait 'til he finds out we 
own the batteries." 

THE EXORCIST, THE GOD
FATHER) Smith, who put 
him in touch with several West 
Coast artists. As an effects 
assistant at several Los Angeles 
shops, Yagher cut his teeth on 
such films asDREAMSCAPE, 
THE LASTSTARFIG HTER, 
and COCOON. 

Yagher lives in Burbank, but 
he has a 4,500 square-foot 
effects shop, Kevin Yagher 
Productions, in nearby Glen
dale, opposite an eff�cts unit 
maintained by Joel S1lver, the 
producer. Occas

.
ionally, �e

called Yagher, S1lver, seemg 
monsters in the open garage 
door, would drop by for a 
quick look-see. Last November 
Silver suggested he come on to 
TALES FROM THE CRYPT 
to design a servomotor-laden 
animatronic puppet host for 
his series. Yagher demurred. 

"I had been workingstraight 
through five years and was 
dead on my feet," said Yagher 

on the set of the Crypt-Keep
er's inner-sa nctum in North 
Hollywood. "I wanted to take a 
break and then try my hand at 
writing or directing. But Silver 
said I could not only build the 
Crypt-Keeper-! could direct 
the tags and the teasers. Bingo!" 

In addition, Yagher pushed 
for and received royalty points 
for any subsequent merchan
dising of his Crypt-Keeper. He 
had been denied a percentage 
of the take for his work on the 
NI G H T M A R E  O N  E L M  
STREET movies, but he did 
r e c e i v e  s o m e  p o i n t s  f o r  
CHILD'S PLAY's Chucky. 
The deal he worked out for the 

Actually the man with the 
batteries is Yagher, the 26year
old former Halloween mask 
retailer from Dayton, Ohio, 
who made his mark in this 
town as designer and creator of 
the makeup effects work for 
Freddy Krueger in three of the 
NI G H T M A R E  ON E L M  
STREET sequels, and who 
designed and created the 
malevolent "Good Guy" doll 
Chucky, of CHILD'S PLAY 
fame. Other recent Yagher 
projects include THE HID
DEN, BILL AND TE D'S 
EXCELLENT ADVENTURE, 
THE SEVENTH SIGN, 976-
EVIL, Weird AI Yank.ovic's 
music video FAT, and M 1chael 
Lehmann's forthcoming MEET 
THE APPLEGATES. Yagher's 
work for TV has appeared in 
segments of H DO's T H E  
HITCHHIKER, Witt/ Thom
as Productions' BEAUTY 
AND THE BEAST(heapplied 
the Beast makeup for the pilot 
series) and Amblin' Entertain
ment's AMAZING STORIES. 

Yegher .,_ with the lhoW'a wttty hoat, who lrwar111bly get. the lhoW'a beat linn, 
during filming of the ... .., IOf' dlrec:lo� Walter Hill"• "The Man who Wn Death." 

Yagher got into the business 
through correspondence with 
veteran makeup effects artist 
Dick (ALTERED STATES, 
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Crypt-Keeper was the sweetest 
he had worked out for any of 
his creations to date. 

Yagher said Silver did not 
lock him into a fait hful render
ing of the Crypt-Keeper as 
envisioned by the comics. In 
his original guise-which he 
became familiar with through 
his brother, who was allegedly 
so obsessed with comics that 
their mother took him to a 
psychiatrist for evaluation
the Crypt-Keeper is merely a 
cowled figure with a jutting 
jaw and warts on his nose and 
chin. No big deal, and the 
alternatives available in the 
other EC comics-the Old 
Witch and the Vault-Keeper
were no improvement. 

"The witch is the only creepy 
looking one-she had an eye
ball hanging out of her skull 
and she'd hold it out from her. 
The other hosts were just guys 
with slime in their mouths, 
which was boring. I sketched a 
series of both fleshier and ema
ciated-looking characters-at 
one time the Crypt-Keeper 
looked like a clown. Wedecided 
though, that what we really 
wanted wassomethingso ema
ciated it couldn't pos ibly be a 
human being. In the end, 



F11111l coat • berv-!n et Jutl $200,000. 

though, I settled on the look of 
an insane, dead warlock." 

Once Yagher 's sketches were 
approved by Silver, Yagher 
submitted a bid which was 
deemed too high. Eventually 
Yagher committed to design
ing a Crypt-Keepersuitablefor 
the first spate of pilot episodes 
for $150,000, which was only a 
little more than a fifth of what 
he had spent on Chucky. 
Moreover, whereas Chucky 
had taken three months to 
design and build, Yagher re
ceived only 10 weeks to bring 
his creepy apparition up to 
snuff. 

Yagher's cash flow was not 
optimal at the time, and he said 
he went into the hole on this 
job-at least at first. But for a 
crack at directing, and with a 
shot at doing an episode a dis
tinct possibility, Yagher decided 
this was money well spent. 

Yagher built the Crypt
Keeper at his shop in Glendale 
and transported the creature to 
the set in April, when he began 
shooting the first series of 
bumpers. Yagher brought with 
him six puppeteers (his shop 
employs eight people in all): F. 
Charle Lutkus Il l ,  Patty Ma-

conllnue4 on peae 6t 

'' I expected to come in, kick ass, and teach 
all these kids how to do a show in three days, 
likewedid on THETWILIGHTZONE. Except 
its taking eight days, and I guess I've made a 

fool out of myse!fin front of a lot of people.'' RICHARD DONN•R 

that you'd have even in a fairly 
low-budget film. You just have 
to put a finer point on your 
pencil." 

Hill also hopes that the cur
rent spate of comic book adap
tations coming out of Holly
wood-one which does not 
seem to be plagued by the 
campy sensibility and poor 
production values that have 
characterized previous waves
brings new attention to what he 
believes is a distinctively Amer
ican and much maligned art 
form. "The American comic 
book," noted Hill, "has grown, 
flowered. regressed. and gone 
through all of its phases totally 
without any kind of literary or 
artistic criticism except in 
Europe. where they've recog
nized comics as art for years. 

"The thing is, even though 
film is plastic and comics are 
two dimensional, they have 
their economy of approach in 
common. In comics you have 
to establish character and plot 
and atmosphere with very little 
room to move. They have even 
less room than you get in TV. 
and that's not a lot." 

ou can see Walter 
Hill directs in low 
key; Richard Don
ner. by his own 
ad mission, is a 
screamer. At the 
North Hollywood 

soundstage where much of the 
show is shot, Donner good-na
turedly gave everybody a hard 
time. 

The only one of the first 
three TALES FROM THE 
CRYPT directors to have 
worked regularly in television 
during his formative years, 
Donner expected to "come in. 
kick ass, and teach all these 
non-union kids how to do a 
show in three days, like we did 
on the TWILIGHT ZONE." 
Donner directed some of the 
be t of the old show. including 
"The Beast at 20.000 Feet." as 
well as at lea t one of the seg-

ments from the revived series. 
"Except it's taking eight 

days, we're going at it till I I  
p.m. every night, and I guess 
I've made a fool of myself in 
front of a lot of people," said 
Donner, only half-jokingly. 

Donner. who joined Silver 
and Teitler on the credit roster 
as the series executive pro
ducer, was shooting LETHAL 
WEAPON I I  when Silver sug
gested he team up with writer 
Terry (DEAD HEAT) Black 
and direct an episode. The 
prospect of a return to TV as a 
director did not thrill him at 
first. "When I left TV for 
motion pictures," he recalled, 
"I felt a tremendous weight off 
my chest, mainly because of all 
the restrictions in network 
TV." 

Yet the day after Donner 
wrapped LETHAL WEAPON 
I I .  in March, he showed up in 
North Hollywood. Maybe 
being made an executive pro
ducer had something to do 
with it. Or perhaps his willing
ness to take TV on again 
stemmed from his recognition 
that he was being presented 
with a chance to do the kind of 
TV he only dreamed might be 
possible during his early years 
in the industry. 

"I can tell you, "said Donner. 
"that had this show gone to the 
networks they would not have 
done it." 

The selection of the story for 
Donner's episode-"Dig That 
Cat-He's Real Gone"-was 
Black's, who said he liked his 
horror "goofy." and that this 
story was as goofy as they got. 
Donner recalled that the epi
sode was culled from one of 
about 25 comics chosen by 
Silver's production people as 
"premium" stories. 

Black said he especially 
enjoyed writing the opening 
and closing pun-laden "bump
ers." or remarks, about the 
story for the Crypt-Keeper. 
who professes, at one point, to 
be worried about the show 

being "buried in the wrong 
time-slot." or that people 
might not like Ulric's "lifeless 
performance." 

Donner's reasons for approv
ing the story were a tad more 
base: "I love killing people," he 
said. "And I hadn't killed so 
many people in so many differ
ent ways since I did THE 
OMEN." 

Donner said that as a kid, the 
comics he read were even 
raunchier than the stuff Hill 
claimed to be partial to. "Mostly 
it was Maggie and Jiggs doing 
dirty stuff that was premium," 
he recalled. For horror. though. 
nothing beat EC, and their 
influence, even in film, said 
Donner, was eminentlydiscern
ible, "I don't know if [Ro
man] Polanski read EC comics 
in Poland as a kid, but we all 
had these somewhere in our 
lives and a lot of us were influ
enced by them. We are all 
influenced by things we read 
under the blankets." 

Black, who appeared in the 
episode as a corpse. recalled 
having first encounted the 

Robert Zemeckla poaea with wile Mllry 
Ellen Trelnor end lArry Dreke on the 
aet ot "And All Through the Houae." 
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material under his own 
covers as well . ..  I'd read 
them 'til l was too scared 
to go on and I'd put 
them away. But then I'd 
be compelled to go back 
and read them some 
more. I knew I'd get 
nightmares but I couldn't 
stop myself." 

.. Dig That Cat-He's 
Real Gone"was too fanciful to 
demand much in the way of 
updating, but Black noted that 
Donner proved a regular foun
tain of "bizarre ideas." Said 
Black, "They were all good 
bizarre ideas, but for the writer 
it can be a nightmare-you 
have to keep going back and 
redoing it. 

"Donner came up with all of 
these great ways for Ulric to 
die. The comic had him in an 
electric chair, but they were 
doing that in the Hill episode 
and Donner wanted less con
ventional, more carnival-like 
modes of execution-the kinds 
of things you'd do in front of a 
paying audience. 

"The burial remained, how
ever-it's a marvelous framing 
device; the guy is alone and 
isolated, he's slowly dying and 
can reflect on what's hap
pened. The punch is great eveh 
though you suspect all is not 
going to go well from the first 
scene. A lot of the old TWI
LIGHT ZONEs Donner did 
had this circular structure." 

Accord ing to Black, the EC 
story on which the episode is 
based is a ridiculous story with 
a nasty edge to it, which made it 
appropriate for adaptation. 
He is not convinced, as is 
Dekker, that there actually is a 
prototypical Tales From The 
Crypt story. "What all of these 
do," he said, "is share a view of 
the world in which there is this 
horrific aspect, or dimension, 
which you never suspected 
existed. That this world is in 
some ways even ghastlier than 
you could have imagined as a 
kid under the covers. So the 
plots, whatever they are, are 
always secondary to this sense 
of flavor." 

What the plots do deter
mine. however-and it is this 
that Donner appeared to have 
overlooked when tie approved 
his episode-is the level of 
complexity that will character
ize any particular production. 
Zemeckis had opted for a story 
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''When Joel Silver told me I 

TOll NOU.AJID 

could be as sexual or violent as I 
wanted-/ seldom am-and that 

he was bringing a feature mentality 
to TV, I became very interested. '' 

transformed into a hid
eous crone. Wreaking 
this transformation on 
Thompson. however, 
was apparently consid
erably less trying than 
updating the story in 
which it was slated to 
occur. "OnJy Sin Deep." 
the Haunt of Fear story 

that transpires in one house 
among four people, two of 
whom serve as little more than 
ciphers. Although Hill ranged 
all over Los Angeles with his 
episode, he too stuck fairly 
close to his protagonist. "But 
the silly thing I took on is mas
sive," said Donner. " I t 's a 
bloody carnival." 

Yet Donner thinks that 
spending as much time and 
money shooting these episodes 
as he and his colleagues did
eight days and S850,000each
was "nothing less than self-in
dulgent. You shouldn't even 
spend $500,000 on a half-hour 
episode," sajd Donner, talking 
now like a producer. "If you're 
going to shoot the thing like a 
comic book you have to write 
scripts to fit the budget. You 
have to rely on the imagination 
of your directors, to say, look 
guys, here are your limitations 
-now create. That's what we 
did in TV and that's howwe got 
out of TV." 

Donner said he may direct 
another episode if he has the 
time-and if the series is picked 
up. He is also hoping to recruit 
other top-drawer directors. 
Martin Scorsese, among oth
ers, has been approached. "Joe 
Dante will do one, and Steven 
(Spielberg] was going to do 
one-we wrote one for him. I 
wouldn't say they're banging 

our doors down out there, but 
there have been a lot ofjnquir
ies from name directors. 

"The thing is, there are a lot 
of bright people out there who 
haven't had an opportunity to 
direct and I'd like to give them a 
chance. If we can get a good 
focus group and a good story 
editor behind this-God will
ing-we11 go through all 550 
EC stories and then go on to 
original material." 

omics were never 
much of a draw for 
d i r ector H o ward 
Deutch as a kid, and 
he'd never done hor
ror as an adult. And 
rather than have a bit 

of fun slumming, as it were, he 
spent a goodly portion of his 
time on the set of TALES 
FROM THE CRYPT i n a pro
tective snit because his star and 
girlfriend, Lea ( BACK TO 
THE FUTURE, CASUAL 
SEX, Deutch's own SOME 
K I N D  OF WONDERFUL) 
Thompson, had to work 36 
hours straight in his episode 
before being whisked back to 
the set of BACK TO THE 
FUTU RE I I  and I ll .  

Thompson's ordeal was 
caused by the necessity of hav
ing her head encased in a spe
cial plaster cast by Kevin 
Yagher so that she could be 

Blood-spettered Amende Plummer .... hubby In diNCior Tom Holl8nd'a wlower, 
c- H8c:k To ..... bawd on George EVM�' Mlly 11153 atrtp In The H8WII of F•r. 

from which the episode 
had been adapted. was, accord
ing to screenwriter Fred Dekker 
(who was actually earmarked, 
at one point, to direct the seg
ment), "hopelessly old-fash
ioned. 

"The problem was," said 
Dekker, "that as classic as 
many of these stories are in 
painting pictures of human 
depravity, a lot of them are 
tired. This story especially was 
far too '50s."Dekkershared his 
concerns about the story's lack 
of believability with the pro
ducers, but they insisted that he 
was wrong. Dekker then sug
gested that the story be done as 
a period piece, but that ap
proach, too, was nixed. It was 
Robert Zemeckis, said Dek
ker, who saved the story by 
suggesting that the Thompson 
character become a drop-dead 
beauty who wants to give up 
her profess ion-the world's 
oldest. "That certainly made it 
work for me," he said. 

Howard Deutch chose the 
tale, about a girl who pawns 
her beauty, because of its 
Faustian, or, as he put it, 
"Dorian Gray" quality. "I have 
always been intrigued by the 
idea of someone making a deal 
with the devil and getting his 
comeuppance," said Deutch. 
For Deutch, however, the chal
lenge of directing a horror 
mini-feature for TV (beyond 



working within the constraints 
of a significantly curtailed 
budget) Jay, rather, in "striking 
a balance between the frighten
ing aspects" on the one hand 
and the "humor and perspec
tive and humanity" on the 
other. 

"I really wanted to do some
thing that I had never done 
before. The comics offered an 
opportunity to get involved in 
a world that is pure and simple 
and offers us a chance to take 
us back to our childhoods. At 
this point in my life, many of 
my contemporaries and I want 
very much to relive our child
hoods. 

"I worked on everything in 
this segment-everything from 
adapting the script to produc
tion design," said Deu tch.  
"Largely it  has been just like 
directing a feature. The talent 
has certainly been of that level. 
Fred Dekker, for instance, is 
awfully talented at making the 
transition from the comic to 
the script form. I think I added 
the humor. But I wouldn't say 
we updated it much-the story 
does have a period feel to it, 
which we stuck with." 

Tom Holland chose George 
Evans' Haunt of Fear story 
"Lover Come Hack to Me" 
because it offered him as much 
of an opportunity to generate 
heat as it did chills. In its tale of 
two ill-fated honeymooners, a 
kept man marries a bashful but 
pretty wallflower, only to learn 
from a haunted vision that the 
girl's mother killed her father 
20 years before, and that he is 
about to meet the same fate. 

"What was particularly in
teresting for me," said Hol
land, "was the voyeurism 
inherent to the story. This guy 
is fucking this girl and he 
thinks he's King Kong-he's in 
control-and then he's blown 
away when he discovers how 
much he's not. This is not a '50s 
sensibility." 

Holland's episode. by his 
own admission, contains little 
suspense. "It is a bizarre little 
piece: a reversal story with no 
relationship to the comic 
beyond the bare bones of the 
plot. Had I written it strictly 
along the lines of the plot con
tained in the comic book. I 
would have had a I S-minute 
piece." 

Holland cast Broadway 
stage actress Amanda Plummer 

Lea Thompson sparta Kevin Yagher'a 
old age makeup lor "Only Sin Deep," 
while cradl1119 a picture of her former 
beauty. The episode, directed by MTV 
apeclallal Howard Deutch, - b..ed on 
Mlh Kamen'a April 1954 atrlp from The 
Haunt of FNr 1124, the atory of a female 
predator who loan her looka (above). 

as the ugly duckling bride. 
Plummer had won a Tony 
Award as Agnes of God and 
had also appeared in THE 
WORLD ACCORDING TO 
GARP. Who better to play a 
woman Holland regarded as 
severely off-center? 

"The story is character driven. 
You have this slightly off girl 
who is being fucked over by 
this man who married her and 
your heart is just breaking for 
her. But in 20 minutes you end 
up sympathizing with the guy. 
What I really had fun with was 
Plummer's metamorphosis 
from virginal wallflower to a 
woman who has 'fuck me'writ
ten on her forehead. And when 
I finally kill (her husband], it 
goes right over the t o p
pushes hard against the enve
lope of good taste. 

"Let's face it-this is a lot 
more graphic than anything 
you get on network TV." 

Holland, who is in his early 
40's, has a difficult time recall
ing when he first encountered 
EC Comics. He remembers 
reading some kind of horror 
comics behind the post office 
with the other kids in his neigh
borhood. but it seems to him 
that he was just a tad too young 
to have read them in 1950. A 
few years ago. however, he 
bought the bound set of black 
and white reprints but wasn't 
immediately e n t r anced by 
them. 

"These stories had utterly no 

redeeming social value or even 
any characters you could like," 
said Holland. "In that sense 
they contravened the normal 
dramatic stands. But when 
Joel Silver told me I could be as 
sexual or violent as I wanted
) seldom am-and that he was 
bringing a feature mentality to 
TV, I became very interested." 

Holland walked away from 
the experience. believing he 
may have created his most 
interesting work to date. For 
t his he credits Silver and 
Teitler, who, he said, never 
balked at his most outlandish 
embellishments. "It was pure 
joy working with them." he 
said. "They were extremely 
supportive and encouraging, 
which is not something you 
usually find in TV." 

If Holland was at all ham
pered by the tight TV format, it 
was by budgetary cuts. Hol
land was ostensibly allotted 
$600,000 for his episode, al
though sources high in the pro
duction allege he more likely 
spent a half-million. This did 
not leave him with enough 
money for the kind of elabo
rate makeup effects that em
powered Zemeckis to have his 
wife pluck a fireplace poker 
out of someone's head. Hoi-

land got around this, he said, 
with some deft cutting "and a 
ton of blood. 

"Hell, I bathed her in the 
stuff," he said. "I thought Joel 
would go running from the 
room when he saw this-I had 
taken the image of CARRIE 
one step further. But Joel just 
smiled approvingly. He said 
my episode, more than any 
other, best reflected the TALES 
FROM THE CRY PTsensibil
ity." 

Holland doesn't know if he 
can afford to make working 
for the show a habit, however. 
"I'd love to, but my God, the 
amount of work that goes into 
these things! Youhave to work 
with a writer, you have to 
shoot it  and dub it.  111  teiJ 
you-I could not do a full sea
son of this-not for scale-plus-
10. 

"I suppose I'd do another 
one. But I'd better do a feature 
and make some money firs t." 

Mary Lambert was never 
afforded the luxury of picking 
a story of her own from the EC 
collection and developing it 
with a writer from scratch. 
Which may have been just as 
well-working for TV s tressed 
her out considerably. 

Late in April, Laanbert had 
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PET S E MATARY in 
the can and was about 
to leave for a brief vaca
tion when Joel Silver 
called her agent and 
asked if she'd care to 
d i rect a segment o f  
TALES F R O M  T H E  
CR Y PT. She would 
have to appear for 
work, however, Silver 
said, the next day. Lambert 
declined, insisting that she 
needed the time off. In the end, 
Silver agreed tc postpone the 
shoot by a week if she agreed to 
commit to a segment. 

Silver had chosen for her a 
story from The Vault of Hor
ror called "Collection Com
pleted, "  about a man ( M .  
Emmet Walsh) who takes up 
taxidermy as a hobby and in 
return for flaying his wife's 
favorite cat, finds hi mself as 
the subject for her awdust and 
needles. 

As nasty a bit of business as 
ever there was in an EC comic, 
the story was routed out to a 
number of writers, a mong 
them David Amott (who writes 
for S A T U R D A Y  N I G H T  
L I VE),  A .  Whitney Brown, 
Jr., and Battle and Randolph 
Davis. Lambert received a ver
sion which, she decided, re
q u i red further t ightening, 
some plot changes (in one ver
sion, the wife played by Audra 
L i n d ley was depicted as be
reaved over the death of her 
child-a plot element Lam
bert said had nothing to do 
with the story) and the infu
sion of a more pronounced 
feminist sensibility than was 
originally evident. 

"I thought the story was 

'�nimals don � do things unless 
they want to. Everyone else on the 

set had a motive for being there: 
they were getting paid, advancing 

their careers, getting laid. '' 

bert found the expe
rience "humanizing. 

"Everyone el e on the 
et had specific motives 

for being there: they 
were getting paid, ad
vancing their careers. 
getting laid . . .  The ani-
mals were there beca u e 
they had been brought 
there. And they don't 

interesting as a comment on 
communications and marriage 
between people,"said Lambert 
early in June while editing her 
episode. "This couple had been 
married for 47 years and the 
man was embarrassed to be in 
the bathroom with her. He had 
used his job as a way of getting 
out of the house and ignoring 
his wife's need for fellowship 
and communication. She. in 
turn, has poured this hunger 
into her animals, which to my 
mind was equally disturbing, if 
ultimately harmless." 

rovided a sc ript,  
Lambert did not 
profess a slavish 
devotion to the orig
inal E C  material. 
She wa s no late
comer to the comic 

format however-growing up 
in Arkansas, the 37 year-old 
director recalled having had 
one of the largest and most 
eclectic c o l l e c t i o n s  in h e r  
town-"everything from Super
woman and Modern Romance 
t o  Nancy a n d  Dennis the 
Menace. " She had not. though. 
ever been deeply interested in 
horror comics. 

Castmg the segment proved 
far more troublesome. she 
recalled, than any other ele-

ment of the production, includ
ing the extremely taxing six
day shooting schedule necessi
tated by the half-million dollar 
budget she had been given. The 
problem. she said. was that 
there was simply not enough 
time to consider people for the 
roles and have them consider 
participating. 

"The whole casting proce
dure in H ollywood is so for
malized -there are so many 
rules you're not supposed to 
break, eslthough they are all the 
time. So you give it to someone 
and have to wait two or three 
days and then show it to some
one else. There's j ust not 
enough time for that in this 
kind of project. Also. actors 
who have achieved a certain 
stature in their professional 
lives often won't meet you 
unless you're offering them a 
part ."  

Lambert's lot was further 
complicated by the use of ani
mals-more specifically, four 
cats, three dogs, a parrot, and a 
guinea pig. Getting a cat to 
wear a party hat and sit con
tentedly at a table-especially 
when it's 1 0:00 p.m., the tail 
end of a by-now 1 6-hour day, 
and the producers want to 
wrap for the day in 1 5  min
utes-can be grating. Yet Lam-

do thing unless they want to. I 
found that helps put things into 
perspective, e pecially when 
it's late and you 're tired. "  

Special effects for the seg
ment were provided by veteran 
makeup man Tom Burman. 
Burman's main task was to 
produce an appliance which 
provided Walsh wit h the ap
pearance of having beenstuffed 
taxidermically. " Managing the 
effects work quickly was no 
great problem," said Lambert. 
"Because ofPET S E M ATA R Y  
I h a d  already interv iewed 
everybody in town." 

In the end, Lambert pro
duced a segment for the cries 
which she was wont to charac
terize a graphic. macabre, and 
comedic. "When I was told 
they wanted me for TALES 
FROM THE C R Y PT." he 
said, "I expected material that 
was plainly horrific. But this 
stuff doesn't alway work on a 
realistic level. It 's a very pe
cific genre we (directors] were 
all working in. My own is really 
very light and funny. But we all 
had specific commitments to 
produce a piece that would 
work in this format. I think 
they do that very nicely." 

M. Emmet W1llh geta atuHed In dlrKtor M•ry 
Lambfit'a -collection Completed," m1keup by Tom 

Burm��n, 1n episode b .. ed on the July 1952 Gr11h1m 
Ingell atnp from The V1ull of Horror 125 (below). 

At a time when TV seems 
intent upon dishing out banal, 
weekly dramatic renderings of 
current d isease . social issue 
and personalities. scriptwriter 
Fred Dekker detects a value in 
TALES FROM T H E  CRYPT. 
"The stories have a implicity 
and elegance and effective
ness." said Dekker. "You get a 
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trong sen c that t here's no veil 
of pretense. It's a half hour 
every week where you get the 
bejcsus scared out of you 
that's really the only function 
the how has." 

And if the erie fa lls some
what short of that, Dekker said 
he has been promised a n  
opportunity t o  direct a n  epi
sode once the eric!> gets estab
lished and he stands ready to 
bring out the ghouls and rot
ting 1ombies. 0 



THE SERIES 

Heh, heh, heh, kiddies! 
Nineteen more stories are set to 

emerge from the HBO crypt. 

By Sheldon Teitelbaum 
Although afforded an un

usually cool reception by the 
critics, the first ix segments of 
TALES FROM THE CRYPT 
generated enough heat at HBO 
for the crusading cable com
pany to give Joel Silver and Bill 
Teitler the go-ahead to pro
duce an additional 19 episodes. 
( H BO, it should be recalled, 
had in fact commissioned the 
writing of nine additional 
scripts to the first six actually 
shot.) 

According to Teitler, pro
duction was to begin in North 
Hollywood on October 9, with 
Walter Hill slated to direct an 
episode he wrote called "Cut
ting Cards," based on the 
October 1952 Fred Peters strip 
from Ta/esfrom 1he Crypl/132. 
about two gamblers obsessed 
with a game of "chop poker." 
The shows will likely start air
ing, said Teitler, in early Janu-

ary, 1990, and negotiations are 
now underway with Warner 
Brothers, which will be releas
ing the last three segments 
abroad theatrically (Universal 
is releasing the first three), to 
market the first six of the 19 
episodes. 

Walter Hill's continued in
volvement came as no great 
surprise-there had been talk, 
in fact, of Hill, Robert Zemeckis, 
and Richard Donner directing 
three new episodes each during 
the course of the year. As of 
now, however, it seems likely, 
or so believes Teitler, that they 
will each take on one episode 
apiece. 

Teitler was loath to name all 
of the directors lined up for t he 
series, but used epithets such as 
"world clas , " "gigantic," and 
"tremendous" to describe them. 
He and Silver do seem to be 
holding out for the possibility 
that both Martin Scorsese and 
Stephen Spielberg will find the 

Fred Dekker gets the chenc:e to direct 
"The Thlng From The Grewe," the Febru.ry 1151 •trtp by AI Feld*ln from T .... 
From The Crypt 122 1Nt Dekker belleftt It the � EC � homll' t.le. 

time to squeeze an episode into 
their cramped schedules. 

Writers and directors whose 
participation appears a sured 
at this juncture include Fred 
Dekker, who is writing and 
directing "The Thing From the 
Grave," based on the February 
1951 AI Feldstein strip from 
Tales from the Cryp1 1122, 
about a murderer who is stalked 
by the rotting corpse of the 
man he has killed. Chris (THE 
FLY II)  Walas, is set to direct 

Jeri Barchilion's adaptation of 
"Till Death," based on the 
December 1 952 Johnny Craig 
strip from The Vaull of Horror 
1128, about a Haitian planta
tion owner whose joy at the 
return of his dead wife as a 
zombie soon turns to disgust. 
Writers Jeffrey Price and Peter 
Seaman ( W H O  F R A M E D  
ROGER RABBIT), are set to 
both write and direct an as-yet
unnamed segment. Frank Dara-

cCMidnued on peae 61 
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Walt Disney puts a bra and a happy face on 

By Kyle Counts 
Can the Fall movie season 

support two animated feature 
films? That question will be 
answered this November, when 
Disney's THE LIITLE MER
MAID goes fin-to-paw against 
Don Bluth's ALL DOGS GO 
TO HEAVEN. Followers of 
the an form will recall that the 
rival animation companies 
faced a similar battle last year, 
when Disney's OLIVER & 
COMPANY and Bluth's THE 
LAND BEFORE TIME com
peted at  t he boxoffice in  
November. In that pivotal skir
mish for kiddie dollars, both 
films garnered respectably 
healthy boxoffice revenues, 
though Disney emerged the 
clear victor. When asked if 
there was concern at the studio 
about once again facing off 
with Bluth-a former Disney 
employee who has since gone 
on to become the company's 
only serious competition in the 
animated film market-a Dis
ney publicist sniffed, .. It didn't 
hurt us last time." 

The studio's goal is to fulfill 
Walt Disney's original dream 
of releasing a new animated 
feature every year. With three 
projects now in various stages 
of completion-T H E  LIT
TLE M E R M AID in postpro
duction, THE R ESCUERS 
DOWN UNDER in produo
tion(duein 1990)andBEAUTY 
AND THE BEAST in prepro
duction-this objective appears 
to be right on schedule. 

Andreas Deja, one of T H E  
LITTLE M E R M A I D's key 
animators (he was responsible 
for the character of Triton), 
will be one of two directing 
animators on BEAUTY AND 
THE BEAST, with Dick Per
dum serving as overall direc
tor. Said Deja before departing 
for England for preproduction 
work, "BEAUTY AND THE 
BEAST will bea groundbreak-
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Arter• directing •nlm��tor, Glen Kqne, wOib from • eculpt of the little merm��ld. 

ing film for Disney, and very 
big. We're going to be trying 
some new things, maybe give 
the picture a European look
a Gothic style, with characters 
coming in and out oflight. The 
whole thing will be very paint
erly. "The story and script have 
already been developed; ani
mation will begin in April of 
1990 and will be completed by 
April of the following year, 
with a year of postproduction 
after that. 

THE LITTLE MER MAID, 
based on a short story by Dan
ish author Hans Christian 
Andersen, repre ents Disney's 
return to the use of classic fairy 
tales as source material for 
their longform animated prod
uct; as such it is the company's 
first fairy tale since SLEEP
ING BEAUTY in 1958. In the 
'40s Disney was considering 
doing a Hans Christian Ander
sen anthology picture, one seg
ment of which was to be THE 
LITTLE M E R M AID. Kay 
Nielsen, a renowned artist who 
worked at the studio at the 
time, did a series of inspira
tional sketches {since lost}, but 
that appears to be as far as the 
project got. 

THE LITTLE MERMAID 

reunites the writing/ directing 
team of Ron Clements and 
John Muslcer, who {with Dave 
Michener and Burny Mattin
son) helmed T H E  G REAT 
MOUSE DETECTIVE. LIT
TLE SHOP OF HORRORS 
compo ers Howard Ashman 
and Alan Menken have penned 
seven original songs for the 
film, with Ashman also serving 
as co-prod ucer with Muslcer. 

It was Clements who brought 
the Andersen short story to the 
attention of the powers-that
be at Disney. When he arrived 
at a round-table meeting held 
specifically to discuss new proj
ects, he brought with him a 
two-page treatment based on 
THE LITTLE MERMAID, 
which he had discovered in a 
bookstore. Studio head Mi
chael Eisner was particularly 
taken with the idea of doing an 
animated underwater fantasy. 

Freely adapted from the 
Andersen story, THE LITTLE 
MERMAID concerns an un
happy mermaid named Ariel 
{voice by Jody Benson, who 
starred in Ashman and Men
ken 's B r o a d wa y  m u s i c a l  
S M I LE}, who longs t o  be hu
man-much to the dismay of 
her sea-Icing father, Triton 

{ Kenneth Mars). The love
struck little mermaid strikes a 
bargain with an evil sea witch 
-half octopus, half-woman
named Ursula ( Pat Carroll, 
who once upon a time played 
one of the wicked stepsisters in 
Rogers and Hammerstein's 
Broadway production of CIN
DERELLA) for a potion that 
will make her human so that 
she can win the heart of a hand
some prince {Christopher 
Barnes). 

Muslcer, who wrote THE 
LITTLE M E R M A I D  with 
Clements, believes that fairy 
tales are a rich source of story
telling . ..  Fairy tales have uni
versal appeal-I don't think we 
ever outgrow them," he ex
plained from his office at Dis
ney. "They 're made for a 
medium like animation; a film 
like this couldn't be done 
nearly as convincingly in live 
action. I like stories with fairly 
broad strokes, and this story is 
set in a fantastic landscape, 
which adds to its timeless 
quality." 

Not all fairy tales have 
happy endings, however, and 
that was the chief problem 
posed by Andersen's short 
story. Said Muslcer, "The story 
itself is only four or five pages 
long, and it's very downbeat. In 
fact, the mermaid dies in the 
end and is turned into sea 
foam. She gains an immortal 
soul in the process, but at what 
price? It's basically a tragic 
ending to a sad story that got 
sadder still. Ron felt it was a 
little too hopeless an ending, so 
the challenge was to find a 
m o re u p beat e n d i n g  t h a t  
remained true t o  the spirit of 
the fairy tale-that love in
volves sacrifice. So even in our 
happy ending we tried for a 
bittersweet quality that would 
retain the character of Ander-
en's tory." 

Mermaids make a brief 
appearance in PETER PAN, 



the fairy tale by Hans Christian Anderson. 
exposing a fair amount of flesh 
for the time in which the film 
was made. M usker was a bit 
reluctant to discuss the delicate 
matter of Ariel's cleavage, even 
though he has a comical pic
ture of a very topless Ariel in 
his office. "Even I never 
thought her character could go 
topless throughout the pic
ture," he joked . ..  The audi
ence's eye would want to go to 
her chest-1 know mine would. 
We did at one point make her 
more Like Fred Moore's mer
maids in PETER PAN, with
out straps around her body, 
but even that, we thought, 
would be distracting, since 
everyone would probably be 
wondering how the shells man
aged to stay on. So we gave her 
a thin strap to connect her sea
shelJ bra, so you'd stop worry
ing about gravity and all that. 
Given our total druthers, I 
would have preferred to elimi
nate the straps, but we sort of 
got forced into it." 

TH E LITTLE MERMAID 
is  one of the studio's biggest 
animated undertakings to 
date. More than 400artists lent 
their talents to the film: 40 fulJ
time animators (almost double 
the usual amount) plus 70assis
tants and in-betweeners; and 
I I background artists (the 

average feature employs about 

The c:oetume became an lAue: Ariel, the little mermaid, with her underwa friends. 

six), who produced some 1 , 100 
background paintings, the 
largest of which was a 72-inch 
long plate for the "grotto 
sequence,"which depicts Ariel's 
secret underwater hideaway 
fulJ of human artifacts she has 
collected. The multiplane cam
era is being brought out of 
retirement for approximately 
six different establishing shots 
in the film, and slightly over 
four minutes-425 feet-of 
computer animation is also 
being prepared. 

Ambitious, too, are the 
film's special effects. As effects 
supervisor Mark Dindal noted, 

.. It's our responsibility to ani
mate anything that moves 
other than the characters. In 
this film we have a fire, a ship
wreck, a storm at sea, the surf 
rolling up on shore, and the 
usual related ripples and reflec
tions-not to mention tons of 
bubbles. 

.. Seventy to 85% of the ftlm 
has some kind of. effect in it," 
Dindal continued . ..  1 n general, 
60% might be more typical. By 
the time we're finished, about 
24 people-including anima
tors and their assistants-will 
have contributed to the special 
effects. John says it has the 
most effects of any animated 
Disney feature since FANTA
SIA. Looking back at it, I' d  
have t o  agree. Not since that 
stretch of time in the '40s has 
the studio put so much empha
sis on effects. For the ship
wreck sequence alone¢, we 
spent eight or nine months to 
get about two minutes of film." 

PINOCCHIO was a major 
source of inspiration for Din
dal and his crew in creatingthis 
sequence. "We looked at the 
Monstro the Whale sequence 
quite a bit before we did our 
storm sequence. The [PJNOC
CH IO animators] really caught 

the feeling of the mass of the 
ocean in terms of scale and the 
power and weight of the land
ing of a wave. It reaJly comes 
down to the fact that you have 
to have strong drawing and 
accurate timing for these 
things to look the way they 
should. But effects will never 
save a film ifthere isn 't astory." 

As co-art director with Mike 
Peraza, Donald Towns makes 
sure that the layouts and back
grounds have a coordinated 
look, that all the various style 
and color elements are main
tained in terms of cont;nuity 
throughout the picture. PIN
OCC H I O  also influenced 
Towns' work on THE LIT
TLE M E R M A I D. 

"John and Ron wanted a 
PINOCCHIO kind of look in 
terms of the medium that was 
used, which was watercolor," 
Towns explained. "They felt 
that PINOCC H I O  was in 
essence a fairy tale, and they 
wanted to adopt its painting 
style for this picture. I came up 
with a semi-watercolor style
there are places where we used 
opaque painting here and 
there-that gave the impres
sion of being predominantly 
watercolor yet was still a quick 
study for the artists. As for the 
color, they wanted a muted 
look-not overbearing like 
the color you see on Saturday 
morning cartoon shows. They 
wanted limited palettes
you11 find sequences in the 
film that are rendered in a 
monochromatic style: pre
d o m inantly green, red or 
blue." 

All in all, the collaboration 
between Muskerand Clements 
transpired with few fireworks, 
Musker said. They took the 
gentlemanly, democratic route, 
dividing the film into sequences 
and bartering with one another 
over which they would direct. 
Offered Musker, "It wasn't un-

coaliaued on peae 59 
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THE 

UNHAPPY ENDING 
Fox demanded cuts, but what possessed 

Cameron to take an axe to his grand finale? 

By Thomas 
Doherty 

If the final section of 
THE ABYSS seems a 
bit ragged, there's a rea
son: James Cameron 
sliced a climactic se
quence off the last two 
reels of his film. Camer
on's contract with 20th 
Century-Fox reportedly 
called for a film of no 
more than two hours 
and IS  minutes. Cam
eron's .. director's cut" 
clocked in at two hours 
and SO minutes. Fox 
demanded cuts. Rather 
than go through the 
entire film and trim 

The .... ..-... . coloeeel ........ "'*" 
th......_ to ..... the -'d,ILM eflectlln en 

....... MqUIMe c-on aecl from the tim. 

The .. invisible forces" 
responsible for shoot
ing this gigantic curl are 
not so .. unguessable." 
The folks at Industrial 
Light and Magic, who 
fabricated the film's 
show-stopping water 
tentacle sequence, la
bored long, hard, and 
to the tune of anywhere 
from $3-to-S million on 
the climactic tidal wave 
sequence. It is, by all 
accounts, a doozy. At 
the cast and crew screen
ing of THE ABYSS, 
Cameron reportedly 
stood up and apolo
gized to the I LM effects 
crew for deep-sixing 
their work. every scene-a meticu-

lous process that might have 
damaged the pace and mo
mentum of the drama-Cam
eron decided to excise an 
entire sequence, an elaborate 
effects showcase depicting a 
huge tidal wave threatening 
the earth's coastal ports. The 
deletion brought the ftlm in 
at two hours and 16 minutes, 
close enough for Hollywood 
work. 
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The paperback noveliza
tion of THE ABYSS, by 
science fiction writer Orson 
Scott Card from Cameron's 
original screenplay, indi
cates some of the pictorial 
and thematic dimensions of 
the missing section. After 
Bud (Ed Harris) is taken into 
custody and put in the under
sea pool/ship by the under
sea aliens (benevolent female 
"buildersj in the abyss, be is 
shown television images of 
the havoc the builders are 

wreaking topside. In order to 
teach humans a lesson in 
nuclear disarmament, the 
wet ones have concocted a 
giant wave, a tsunami, that 
threatens to engulf earth's 
seaport cities. 

At the last minute, the 
aliens stop the wave and hold 
it suspended in mid-crest. 
Card describes the scene as 
follows: "Twenty-five hun
dred feet high, the wan of 
water had come to a halt. 
Held up by invisible, ungues
sable forces, it loomed aU 
along the coastlines of the 
world, ready to come crash
ing down, ready to destroy 

.. 

Then, figuring the huge 
audio-visual aid has commu
nicated the anti-nuke mes
sage to even the dimmest 
flack for the military-indus
trial complex, the builders 
retract the whole schmeer. 

By insisting that Cameron 
stick to the letter of his con
tract, Fox indicated a lack of 
pre-release faith in its expen
sive and high-profile project. 
The studio declined to com
ment on the cuts. But even if 
Fox was within its rights in 
demanding cuts, Cameron's 
motives for waving bye-bye 
to the tsunami can only be 
guessed at-maybe it looked 
hokey, maybe the accom
panying preaching was un
bearable, maybe he just got 
pissed off and decided to 
spite Fox, himself, and the 
audience. Given the wonder
ful delight inspired by ILM's 
water tentacle sequence, 
however, it's good news that 
THE ABYSS's lost wave will 
not be a permanent wipe out
Fox is said to have agreed to 
release Cameron's full ver
sion when the film comes out 
on videotape. 0 

devices-these are not minia
tures or mattes-is awesome. 
The necessary control of the 
simulated environment has, 
however, one major flaw: the 
ocean floor is free of sea life
no fish, crustaceans, mollusks, 
plants. This is a dead sea stroll. 

More damaging than the 
fish shortage is the low threat 
quotient. THE TERMINA
TOR and ALIENS were ener
gized by terrifying. relentless 
creatures. Not only did the 
action sequences explode, but 
every moment, even exposi
tory pauses between chase and 
combat. was fraught with sus
pense. THE ABYSS lacks any 
sense of danger-no giant 
squids, sharks, electric eels. 
manta rays, rock lobsters. 
Imagine DAS BOOT without 
depth charges,. What wedo get 
is Michael Biehn as a freaked
out SEAL lieutenant. In keep
ing with Cameron's anti-mili
tary bias, the balmy SEAL 
wants to explode a nuclear 
device, mainly because that's 
just the way guys in uniform 
are. Biehn. so sturdy a control 
freak in the two previous 
Cameron films. is totally mis
cast as the wacko. With bulg
ing eyes. trembling hands. and 
rivers of sweat pouring down 
his forehead. he is the kind of 
obvious flake the Navy would 
not let near a swimming pool. 

As the third in a line of 
Cameronian Amazonians. 
Mastrantonio is a nice dish 
(and vaguely evocative of Gale 
Anne Hurd). but he doesn't 
measure up to the more-than
mortal-man-deserves stand
ards of Linda Hamilton and 
Sigourney Weaver. Cast as the 
"queen bitch of the universe." 
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THE 

BEHIND THE SCENES 
Rumored to have risked upwards of $60 million, Fox}s high 

stakes gamble on director fames Cameron didn}t pay off. 
By Frederick 
S. Clarke 

To paraphrase 20th Cen
tury-Fox's ad campaign, 
"There arc boxoffice hits, 
and then there's T H E  
ABYSS." 

Fox has claimed the 
film cost $43 million to 
make. with an additional 
$7 million spent to market 
it for its release in I ,500 
theatres on August 9. But 
estimates by sources who 
worked on the movie put 
the overall co t to Fox for 
the film as high as $60 mil
lion. "Nobody's ever going 
to ad mit what it really 
cost," said one crew mem
ber who worked on the troub
led production. 

Martin Kasindorf, writing 
about the film' debut last 
August for the L.A. Times 
likened Fox to a "drowning 
guest ignored at a raucous 
pool-side party" in seeing the 
release of its boxoffice great 
wet hope for the summer 
postponed from June and 
July, while other studios 
were raking in box office dol
Jars from their hit at a new 
record pace. Fox had dropped 
all their boxoffice hopes for 
the season into director James 
Cameron's ABYSS, relying 
on Cameron to deliver a film 
that would top both of his 
earlier films, THE TERMI
NATOR and ALIENS, and 
deliver it on time. Fox's gam
ble proved wrong on both 
counts. 

Cameron was originally to 
deliver his film to Fox in 
April, allowing for plenty of 

Filming the downed u.s.s. Montane 
at o,.am Oueat, \ding a motion 

control gantry ayatem to manlputa .. 
mlnl-submerslblH on wt,.. (lnMt). 

The atunnlngly _.... ahcta work 
aupan1Mc1 by Hoyt Y..tman and Erlc: 
Bl'ftlg lieu,. to gamer Olear noda. 

time to market it for a June 
opening. Cameron missed 
that delivery date by more 
than two months, as Fox 
watched the premium summer 
playing time slip away. Those 
who worked on the produc
tion pegged the delays to a 
variety of sources. "The shoot 
was as disorganized as hell," 
said one effects supervisor. 
Modelmakers sat idle, twid
dling their thumbs because 
the production failed to gen
erate blueprints. Effects film
ing in California repeatedly 
ground to a halt because 
Cameron got tied-up in South 
Carolina when principal pho
tography took longer than 
expected. 

Though THE ABYSS cer-

tainly suffered more than its 
share of unforeseen prob
lems, due to its logistical com
plexity and the daring scope 
of it technological filmmak
ing innovations, many of 
Cameron's fellow filmmak
er attributed the film's high 
cost and long delays to Camer
on's own perfectionism and 
insistence on hands-on con
trol of nearly every facet of 
the filmmaking proces . 

Cameron's in istence on 
putting his stamp on all the 
work and his de facto inabil
ity to do so repeatedly resulted 
in friction with co-workers 
over delays and lost time. 
Workers at Dream Quest 
reportedly hoisted two paper 
plates in protest overt he com-

pany's screening room 
door, painted like clocks, 
marked "real time" and 
"James Cameron time" to 
denote how the director 
was, in the words of one 
Dream Quest employee 
"at least two hours late for 
everything." A running 
gag at the effects facility to 
come up with a new title 
for the project when pub
lic recognition and under
standing of the  word 
"abyss" was called into 
question, netted monikers 
like"60 MI LLION DOL
L A RS UN DE R T H E  
SEA," a barometer of the 
ill feelings. 

Cameron reportedly al
ienated co-workers both in 
front and behind the camera 
with his working methods. 
Delays caused when filming 
in South Carolina ran five 
weeks over schedule rankled 
some actors, including star 
Ed Harris, who vowed never 
to talk about the film. Though 
Harris later relented and 
helped promote THE ABYSS, 
Cameron was openly con
temptuous of his actors'com
plaints about his disorgan
ized hoot, calling them "poor 
babies" in the L.A. Times. 

What's the bottom line for 
Fox? Writing about boxof
fice bombs in the L.A. Times, 
Pat Broeske reported at the 
end of October that after 12 
weeks the film had ticket sales 
of only $53.9 million. Wrote 
Broe ke, "[That] doesn't even 
cover the budget." Indus try 
observers estimate Fox's 
break-even point on the film 
at $100million. 0 
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Scripters Jim and Ken Wheat, inspired by the 
classic DEAD OF NIGHT, turn to directing. 

By Frederick 
C. Szebin 

In 1945, the Ealing Stu
dios of Great Britain broke 
.past jittery war-time cen
sors and released DEAD 
OF NIGHT, a ground
breaking anthology chiller 
that came to be recognized 
as the classic of the form. 

Sibling partners Jim and 
Kent Wheat, whose impres
sive list of genre credits 
include screenwriting chores 
for THE FLY II and A 
NIGHTMARE ON ELM 
STREET IV, as well as 
directing the second Ewok 
TV movie BATTLE FOR 
ENDOR, took inspiration 
from the British film and 
devised AFTER MIDNIGHT, 
a $3.5 million thriller sched
uled for release by MGM in 
October. 

F o l l o w i n g  D E A D  O F  
NIG Hrs structure closely-a 
group of people whose stories 
come to life as a real-life horror 
erupts around them-AFTER 
MIDNIGHT showcases three 
separate stories as well as its 
wraparound tale. "The object 
of AFTER MIDNIGHT is to 
do a real scary movie that isn't 
literally a horror film," said 
Jim Wheat. "lt"s got horrific 
elements, but its scares come 
out of suspense and tension, 
more than blood and gore." 

It has been acknowledged in 
the industry that, aside from a 
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few notable exceptions, such as 
Amicus' TALES FROM THE 
CRYPTor Romero's CREEP
SHOW, anthologies just don't 
selL This attitude initially kept 
AFTER MIDNIGHT off any 
studio's production boards for 
over a year. But the Wheats' 
previous hits, which include 
the s l a s h e r  f i l m  S I L E N T  
SCREAM, coaxed MGM offi
cials into putting the modestly 
budgeted thriller on their 
roster. 

In the film, a college profes
sor, played by stage actor 
Ramy Zada, is forced to take 
his Psychology of Fear class off 
campus when his methods of 
showing how easy it is to scare 
someone humiliates a student. 

In private sessions, his students 
tell stories, which serve as the 
film's auxiliary tales, while 
Russ, the embarras ed pupil, 
plots revenge. The stories 
include a young couple in an 
old, dark house; four girls ter
rorized by a bum's wild dogs; 
and an answering service oper
ator who disconnects a harass
ing calJer, only to have him 
deliver his message-person
aiJy. 

In the year it took to sell 
AFTER MIDNIGHT, mak
ing the studio rounds led the 
Wheats to script assignments 
on two of their most notable 
collaborations, THE FLY II 
and A NIGHTMARE ON 
ELM ST REET IV-THE 

DREAM MASTER. At 
20th Century-Fox, AFTER 
MIDNIGHT wasn't con
sidered a big enough project 
to take on, but Fox execu
tives wanted a rewrite of 
Mick Garris' screenplay for 
THE FLY II and the Wheats 
seemed to be the answer. 

"That was an in tantane
ous deal,"said Ken. "We got 
a call and were working on it 
three days later. They wanted 
to go in a d  ifferent direction 
than Mick's script was head
ing. Our cript was very dif
ferent from his, although 
the basic elements were sim
ilar. His wa broader in the 
telling of the story. Unfortu
nately, we felt it got broad 
again in our final version. 

We were trying to keep it sim
ple and faithful to the first film, 
but we were under a bizarre 
combination of pressures be
cause the studio was really 
ru hing it. We were getting 
notes from eight different peo
ple that were, in some cases, 
totally contradictory." 

The Wheats wrote a dark 
script that was more character 
oriented than the effects-laden 
tale that wound up on the 
screen. They applaud director 
Chris Walas for his efforts, but 
cite studio-induced confusion 
for the picture's weaknesses. 
The brothers found similar 
headaches at New Line Cinema 
when they walked into the 
"totally chaotic situation" of A 



NIGHTMARE O N  ELM 
STREET IV. 

New Line was committed to 
release the finished film in just 
six months when the Wheats 
were called in to write the 
script. "(Producer] Bob Shaye 
and theothersat NewLinehad 
a pretty clear idea of what they 
wanted," said Jim. "Our job 
was to come up with a struc
ture that would make the var
ious pieces fit together, and to 
come up with Freddy night
mare gags that would mesh 
with what the studio had in 
mind." 

"As opposed toTHEFLYII 
at Fox," added Ken. "where 
we were getting a lot of input, 
our version of A NIGHT-

MARE ON ELM STREET 
IV was pretty much our own. 
We locked ourselves away and 
whipped it out. The people at 
New Line were pretty easy to 
deal with. Renny Harlin did a 
great job directorially, consid
ering the way it was rushed 
through. It is an extremely 
ambitious movie to make with 
the scheduling New Line im
posed." 

Halfway into the second 
draft, the infamous writers 
strike hit and the Wheats had 
to sit back while their screen
play was finished by"unnamed 
hands." Effort.s to see a rough 
cut of the picture fell on deaf 
ears. To compound their worry, 
word began to trickle in that 

Pl'ofetlor Derlk (Ramy z.da) and one of his students {Ed Monoghen) conduct • 
bizalft experiment during the tuchl(a uriOf1hodox c:IMIIn the Psychology of F .. r. 

the film wasn't turning out 
well, so the brothers used the 
pseudonym Scott Pierce on the 
credits to save potential embar
rassment. "It was the opposite 
on THE FLY II," said Ken. 
"We left our names on that one 
and it didn't tum out to be one 
we're proudest of. 

.. In the Hollywood system, 
the writer is the most mis
treated and underrated person 
in the process. The easiest solu
tion for producers is to throw 
more writers at a project, 
which isn't always the best 
thing to do. I'm sure that M ick 
[Garris], had he been given 
adequate time to start with, 
could have written as good or 
better a script than what ended 
up happening. It's the weird
ness of writing in this business. 
where you've got so many 
hands involved in the writing 
process. The reason we really 
wanted to do AFTER MID
NIGHT was we're co-produc
ing, co-directing, and we're the 
only writers involved. If it 
works, we'll take all the credit. 
!f it doesn't work, we1J take all 
the blame." 

As in DEAD OF NIGHT, 
the stories in AFTER MID
NIGHT although intended to 
chill, do not rank as horror. 
The origin of each tale is rooted 
in reality. ..There is a whole 
section in the UCLA library 

that has journals of American 
folklore," said Ken. "A lot of 
them contain whole theses 
about urban myths and sup
posedly true scary stories, 
along the lines of the lovers 
lane story about the guy with 
the hook, the traditional sto
ries you would hear in high 
school and you could almost 
believe." 

"The film WHEN A STRAN
GER CALLS evolved from a 
famous urban myth," added 
Jim, citing Fred Walton'schill
ing tale of a babysitter menaced 
by a psycho. "We read aJI those 
journals and talked about the 
types of stories that become 
twice-told tales and tried to 
come up with stories in that 
mold-things that are believ
able, but have a senseofbeinga 
little outrageous." 

Devising a list of popular 
fears, the Wheats created a 
series of their own urban myths 
with the thought that what 
could actually happen is far 
more frightening than any 
supernatural horror. To cover 
the more nightmarish aspects 
of their tales, the Wheats 
enlisted makeup artist Lance 
Anderson to create a flesh
burnt, articulated skeleton 
that emerges from a fire carry
ing an axe and a grudge. And
e r s o n ' s  undead h a c k e r  is 
brought to life through stop-
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motion. as well by Doug Bes
wick, who performed a similar 
resurrection on Freddy Krueg
er's remains in A NIGHT
MA RE ON ELM ST REET 
Ill. Pete Kuran added illusion 
to the old dark house story. 
The structure, situated in the 
middle of Los Angeles, is opti
cally transported to the shore 
via mattes and modeling. 

One effects highpoint in
volves a severed head with a 
little life left to it. "That shot 
totally blew away the guys at 
MGM, including some of the 
old timers there who had been 
looking at movies for over 40 
years," said Ken with pride. 
"It's part of a nightmare 
sequence where a severed head 
rolls down the stairs. lands at 
the feet of our heroine and 
looks up at her. We originally 
devised the effect for FRIGHT 
NIGHT2. which we were set to 
do at Columbia before David 
Puttnam came in and decided 
not to do 'mindless summer 
movies. • The shot is only on 
screen for five seconds. Too 
bad it can't be a minute-long 
shot. People could look at it 
and still wouldn't know how it 
was done." (Psst!-they did it 
with split screens.) 

To visualize their tales, the 
brothers Wheat had to live up 
to the film's title by spending 
six of the production's eight
week shooting schedule film
ing 6:00 p.m. to 5:00a.m. Alert 

Coecla Jlllilln McWhirter •nd P8meill 
Segall confront their woral nightmare• 

In the •nlhotogy lllm'1 linking atory. 

A U T H 0 R S T 0 AUTEURS 

'' In the Hollywood system the writer is the 
most mistreated and underrated person in the 
filmmaking process. That's why we've chosen 
to co-produce and co-direct our own stuff.'' 

The Whe•ts behind the camera, lhllr1ng the cre•IIYe •nd bualneas Iaika of filming. 

at the crack of 3:00 in the after
noon from April to early June, 
cast and crew would gather in 
downtown Los Angeles to 
work the graveyard shift and 
get as much filming doneasthe 
quick spring nights would 
allow. 

"We made the mistake of 
writing a story in which the 
bulk takes place after mid
night,"said Jim. "There were a 
lot of cracks by the crew a bout 
why we didn't write a script 
called AFTER NOON. The 
biggest problem on this film 
was just trying to make the 
day's shooting. When you only 
have 3� hours before lunch 
and 3� hours after, and you're 
shooting night exteriors in 
summertime, you end up real
izing that you can't do it quite 
as involved and complex as 
you'd like. We'd be sitting 
there at a quarter to five in the 
morning, just watching the sky 
turn blue while trying to figure 
out how to get the last few 
shots of the night." 

The Wheats acknowledge 
the deadly canines episode as 
the most difficult to shoot. No 
matter how well-trained an 
animal is, it is always difficult 
to get them to do what is 
needed, and generally impos-

sible to get what is needed 
without numerous retakes. 
The actors were filmed sepa
rately from the dogs. Interac
tion between human and ani
mal, except for a handful of 
shots, will be suggested through 
editing. with actual contact 
handled by stunt personnel. 

By heavily storyboarding 
the segment. the brothers knew 
what they wanted and how to 
incorporate the dog footage 
with film of the actor to sug
gest danger. Unfortunately. all 
the storyboarding in the world 
doe n't make things easier at 
3:00 a.m. when the dogs have 
their own ideas. 

"The problem is when you 
have more than one dog togeth
er," said Jim. "We had three 
dogs that are supposed to be 
ferocious. You can't have three 
of them together at the same 
time or they11 fight. For the 
shots where the dogs are run
ning, our second unit director 
Bob Evenger would use one 
male and two females. And. of 
course, there would be the 
problem where you would 
have shots of the e dog run
ning down an alley and they'd 
stop in the middle of the take 
and start humping. That cre
ated some comic outtakes. but 

it doesn't exactly work for the 
film. And for shot of them 
snarling, Bob would have to 
shoot them individually or 
would risk them tearing each 
other's throats out." 

"That sequence also had cars 
crashing and all sorts of stunts," 
continued Ken. "That stuff is 
always harder to do than, say. 
the telephone operator story, 
which simply involved sitting 
on the set and hooting the 
actor. While we were filming 
the dog s tory, we would muse 
on how nice it was on that 
beautiful little set of the office 
with one actor and a tele
phone." 

Where one director might 
buckle under the pressure of a 
tough shoot at night and 
uncooperative four-legged co
stars, Jim and Ken Wheat 
acknowledge that their system 
of partner cooperation offers 
more strength to a production 
than confusion. "When we 
work." said Jim. "it's not like 
having two directors. A lot of 
the directing we do goes on 
while we're writing the script, 
storyboarding, and planning 
how to shoot things. When we 
actually get on a set and are 
working with actors and a 
crew, we're constantly trying 
to figure out how to accom
plish what we envisioned. 

"In low-budget filmmaking, 
it's always a struggle to get 
everything you hoped for. 
There are times when one of us 
becomes more of a producer 
looking out for the deadlines, 
while the other focuses on the 
more creative end. There is a 
give and take. It really maxi
mizes the effort. I can't imagine 
how an individual director 
copes with the pressure. Hav
ing two of us allows us to cover 
all the bases. but not kill our
selves doing it." 

While waiting for reaction to 
this film, the Wheats hope to 
dip into their surplus of stories 
developed for AFTER MID
NIGHT to produce a sequel. 
They are pleased with their cur
rent effort. a sentiment shared 
by their crew. "One of the big
gest compliments we had was 
at the wrap party," said Ken. "I 
was talking to some of the 
teamsters and they were saying 
how impres ed they were with 
our efficiency and cool under 
fire." Or as Jim put it, "Our 
Jack of panic." 0 



HORROR ARCHETYPE 

The great-granddaddy of 
horror anthologies, never 
equaled, often imitated. 

By Frederick 
C. Szebin 

Nearly 45 years after its 
release, DEAD OF NIGHT 
( 1945) remains in a class by 
itself as it continues to inspire 
filmmakers seeking the ulti
mate chill. Made by Britain's 
Ealing Studios at the close of 
World War II, the film is a 
horror classic that has often 
been copied, never duplicated. 

In the film, six people gather 
at a country estate and are fas
cinated by architect Mr. Craig 
(Mervyn Johns), whose recur
ring dream seems to have pro
phesied how the evening will 

progress. Craig's dream be
comes the target of psycholo
gist Dr. Van Straaten (Freder
ick Valk), who seems to have 
an ld-inspired answer for every
thing. To test the doctor, each 
visitor relates an experience 
seemingly beyond the realm of 
explanation. The five stories 
succeed on varying levels, but 
none is a total failure. Direc
tors Basil Dearden, Charles 
Chrichton, Robert Hamer, 
and Alberto Cavalcanti imbue 
the film with a storybook qual
ity, not unlike a dream. 

The highpoint of the film is 
the largely underrated tale of a 
haunted mirror, directed by 
Hamer. The antique mirror, a 

gift of bride Googie Withers to 
her fiancee Ralph Michael, 
once belonged to a jealous 
nobleman who killed his wife. 
A rich musical score by Georges 
Auric triggers frequent goose
bumps as Michael becomes 
obsessed with the other world 
seen in the glass. 

The best remembered tale of 
the film is Cavalcanti's ventril
oquist story starring Michael 
Redgrave as Maxwell Frere, 
an insane cabaret performer 
pushed to attempted murder 
when his dummy Hugo, seem
ing to take on a life of his own, 
threatens to close down the act 
and go to another performer. 
Redgrave is nothing short of 
brilliant, pushing Frere from 
insanity to catatonia ina fright
eningly effective transforma
tion. 

DEAD OF NIGHT's wrap
around story comes to a start
ling round-robin conclusion. 
Directed by Dearden, who 
also helmed the anthology's 
shortest tale of a war veteran's 
life-saving precognition, the 
visions of Craig's nightmare 

are startling, almost Dali
esque in their surrealism. 
Images from each tale come to 
haunt Craig as he tries to 
escape after strangling Van 
Straaten. Struggling in the ven
triloquist's cell as Hugo attacks 
him. Craig wakes up in his 
home with a phone call to come 
to a country estate to look over 
a building for possible renova
tion. The film closes as it 
opened, with Craig entering 
the house. The film's "loop" 
structure has become some
thing of a cliche, often copied, 
but never equaled. 

DEAD OF NIGHT suc
ceeds and endures because of 
the craft of its storytellers. 
Only one visual effect is evident 
in the film, and the point could 
have been made without it. A 
film like DEAD OF NIGHT 
doesn't need opticals or pros
thetics to induce scares. It has 
made a reputation by creating 
thrills and suspense with as lit
tle as a trick of the lights and 
placement of the camera. 

Imagine that. 0 
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THE FILM OF WHITLEY 
STRIEBER'S BEST 

SELLER DEHICTS HIS 
TRUE�LIF-E StORY tOF 
l CLOSE ENCOUNTER. 
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By Bill Florence 
What would it be like to watch yourself 

and your most terrifying experience por
trayed on the creen? 

For Whitley Strieber, author of the 
book Communion, "It was a nightmare. I 
nearly went bananas because of it." 

Communion, the controversial best 
seller about an allegedly real encounter 
with non-human beings, is now a major 
motion picture produced independently 
by Strieber and director Philippe Mora, 
starring Christopher Walken asthe author 
and Lindsay Crou e as Mrs. Anne 
Strieber, released by New Line Cinema in 
October. The nightmare for the couple 
was not so much in re-living the events of 
their contact with intelligent alien life, but 
rather in the uncertainty they experienced 
regarding the intent of the filmmakers. 

"My wife and I had a hell of a time going 
through the dailies; it drove us crazy, "said 
Strieber, who also wrote the screen pia y for 
the picture. "We were absolutely desperate 
because we couldn't tell exactly which way 
the actors and the director were taking it. 
Were they being true to the cript? Were 
they being melodramatic? Were they lam
pooning us? It was impossible to tell, and it 
was very, very difficult to see. It was one of 
the most difficult things l 'veeverdone. But 
I wouldn't trade it for the world; it was 
quite an adventure. The writing of the 
screenplay was a breeze compared to 
watching the film being made. That was 
very hard, emotionally." 

Strieber, author of such noted genre 
works as The Wolfen and The Hunger, 
explained that he and director Mora each 
own 50% of Communion . .. We had an 
understanding that I would write the 
screenplay and he would direct the picture. 
When it came time for that change of 
authority to take place, there was a lot of 
friction, especially because my wife and I 
had such a stake in these characters. But 
eventually I accepted that Chris Walken 
and Lindsay Crouse and Philippe had a 
movie to make, and it was time for the 
writer to step back. 

"It became important to everybody, 
including us, to not be around when they 
were trying to act, but to be around for 
them so that they could use us as mirrors in 
a way. to soak up material from us," said 
Strieber. "I really wanted to step in many 
times, and say, 'Hey. no. this was this way 
and that was that way.' But I managed to 

restrain my elf for the most part, because 
it would definitely not have been healthy 
for their creativity. I mean, it was not a 
place for us to be." Strieber explained that 
he and his wife did visit the COMMUN
ION set, but primarily during lunch 
breaks or to see the dailies ... We kept our 
distance, appropriately. We let them make 
the film." 

Not being in control, Strieber said, was 
"terrifying! That and the fact that we never 
had quite enough money. It was frustrat
ing. There were many compromises we 
had to make duringthec'ourseof shooting. 
But, you know you're doing an independ
ent production, you've got a couple of 
investors and a bank behind you, you've 
got no big studio, you've got nothing. 
There's no money!" The film was com
pleted on a budget of $7 million. 

The unprecedented best-selling success 
of Communion, the book, was not pro
jected by Strieber, who said he doesn't 
concern himself with such matters. "I 
don't care about that kind of thing." Com
munion's success, he said, is "not some
thing I think about. It struck a chord with a 
lot of people, becau e this happens to a lot 
of people. It is probably one of the more 
common unacknowledged experiences, 
and the chance to read about it and to 
allow oneself to believe that it was not 
simply some sort of a mental aberration 
was welcomed by certain people. That's 
probably why they read it. Also, I think 
there's a Jot of curiosity on the part of 
people who haven't had the experience, of 
what it would be like and whether or not it 
was real." 

Strieber met Mora in London in 1968 
through their mutual friend, EricCiapton 
(who, incidentally, was chosen to provide 
the musical score for the film) . .. 1 used to 
hang out at Clapton's apartment and so 
did Philippe; we met each other there," 
said Strieber. The decision to transform 
his book into a movie was a mutual one. "I 
never discussed it with anyone else," he 
said. 

Although primarily a novelist, Strieber 
had tried his hand at screenwritingpriorto 
COMM UNION. "I'd done a couple of 
other first draft . but this is the fir t one 
that went as far as actually going on the 
screen," said Strieber. "It was an interest
ing writing experience. It was panicularly 
difficult for me to bring the characters to 
life. in that it was me and my family. I had a 
tendency to want to hide thing!>. That was a 



bit of a pain in the neck. For t he most part, 
though, I looked upon it as a rather 
straightforward screenplay in the sense 
that I wanted it to be a good story about 
what happened to these people. 

"I'm not very much interested in special 
effects," Strieber continued. "I didn't 
make this a special effects film; although 
it has some special effects in it, they are 
not the center of the film." Strieber's lack 
of interest in effects is one reason why 
COMMUNION was produced independ
ently. 

"I wouldn't have sold it to a studio," 
said Strieber. "I think the studios would 
have made it into a horror film, with a 
very heavy emphasis on special effects, 
and I'm not interested in that. It bores me 
to tears. I've seen ALI EN; I've seen a lithe 
horror pictures about science fiction 
things. The second I sitdownintheseatat 
one of those films, if it's not too noisy, it's 
a chance to take a nap." 

There had been a report from the set 
during shooting that some crew members 
had little respect for Strieber and cracked 
jokes about the nature of his "true life" 
story. Strieber's remarks on the matter 
are short and to the point. "Some people 
who work on movies are nice people; 
some people who work on movies are 
jerks. We had the usual mix on this crew." 

By now Strieber is used to being 
greeted with skepticism, but he feels the 
film is true to the spirit of his book. "The 
film is extraordinarily true to the emo
tional content of the experience," he said. 
"It is more true to it than the script was, 
frankly, because the script backs off a 
little bit, emotionally. I could not face 
reliving the experience again. But (the 
filmmakers] cut through that. 

"I think the film is totally unique," 
Strieber said. "It is not a science fiction 
film; it doesn't follow any conventions of 
any genre at all. But it is very true to 
itself . . .  I think it is as honest a piece of 
filmmaking as I've ever seen. It could 
have gone a lot of different ways, but they 
really respected the material." 

Communion in book form tends 
increasingly toward abstractness and 
philosophical discourse as it nears the 
end, an aspect of Strieber's experience 
that he feels is definitely present in the 
film. "The ambiguity of the experience, 
the subtlety ofit, the indeterministic qual
ity, whether I was seeing it or not, all of 
that is handled in the film in a uniquely 

visual manner and style which belongs 
completely to Philippe, "said Strieber. "It 
is very much Philippe's style. It is a suc
cess. You will not have seen anything like 
it. .. 

For example, Strieber feels that what 
he saw of the "visitors" (his term for the 
non-human beings he enountered) was 
not their true appearance, but rather an 
appearance they felt he wanted to see. "I 
don't think that is something we can state 
with certainty, but that is what I feel, "said 
Strieber. "It's handled beautifully in the 
film. But I don't know what reality is with 
regard to this experience. It's very simple 
to say they are visitors from another 
planet, but if you look at the experience in 
depth and with a lot of care, and with a 
certain amount of intellectual objectivity, 
it is not so simple as that." 

Still, Strieber asserted that he was 
positive that "The Visitors" were not 
hallucinations, or his mind playing tricks, 
even though he isata loss to explain them. 
"The coming of the visitors completely 
changed my life," said Strieber. "I don't 
think the world is what it seems to be at 
all." 0 

"'The Blue Boya," helpen of "'The VIal tors." •• 
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NOSTALGIC 
SCENCE F1CDON, 

HORROR, AND 
FANI'ASY f1LMS 

ON VIDEO! 

With over 500shock filled titln 
available, llnleter Cl-is truly 
the leading source for yourlavor
ite acl II and horror oldln on 
video. Just send $2.00 lor our eye
popping catalogue, or receive it 
free when you order any of the 
following films at the low price 
of. .. 

'18.85 
CASTLE OF BLOOD r54l 

BLACK SUNDAY ('80) 

BRAIN FROM PLANET AROUS ('57) 
CARNIVAL OF SOULS ('82) 
A BUCKET OF BLOOD ('58) 

THE FLESH & THE FIENDS ('58) 
FIRST MAN INTO SPACE ('57) 

UNKNOWN WORLD ('51) 

HORROR CHAMBER OF 
OR. FAUSTUS ('58) 

EYES WITHOUT A FACE ('58) 
(French -.Jon of above film) 

HORROR HOTEL ('80) 

FACE OF THE SCREAMING 
WEREWOLF ('58) 

(Lon Cheney) 
CURSE OF THE DOll PEOPLE ('80) 

THE DEVIL'$ COMMANDMENT 
('56111ua I, VAMPIRI) 

GOLIATH AND THE DRAGON ('80) 

HERCULES ('58) 
HERCULES UNCHAINED ('58) 

Please add $2.05 per title for peck
aging, handling, and postage. Please 
specify VHS or Beta. California resl
denll add 6.5'111 sa lea tax. Sorry, not 
available In PAL Make checks or 
money orders payable to: 
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CRYPT COMICS 
.-.......rr-.-.. •• 
and Saddle Justice. But it was his 
horror comics which endured. 

Gaines had grown up with an 
abiding love for the horror genre 
nurtured largely by the Universal 
horror classics. pulp magazines 
and radio serial broadcasts of the 
"30s. In 1950. relying mainly on 
Craig and Feldstein. he launched 
his most famous and enduring 
titles: The Haunt of Fear, Tales 
From the Crypt. and The Vault of 
Horror. 

The EC line inspired hordes of 
imitators. each of which appeared 
bent upon exceeding the ghastly 
excesses found in the original tem
plate. There was. however. little 
truly original to the template or 
even the use of the anthology for
mat as a vehicle for horror. Gaines 
himself freely acknowledges that 
he and his colleagues shamelessly 
ransacked every conceivable 
source for their material. lifting 
plots in their entirety from the hor
ror pulps. the science fiction maga
zines, radio, and. of course. the 
ffiOVIeS. 

He recall . for instance. receiv
ing a letter from Ray Bradbury. 
from whom he had unabashedly 
pilfered entire stories. informing 
him that he had likely "over
looked" paying Bradbury for the 
u e of his material. Gaines paid the 
man gladly. if not a great deal. but 
he insists that combining two of 
Bradbury's stories into one. as 
Gaines once felt impelled to do. 
actually improved them both. 

The backlash that developed 
against EC and its brazen imita
tors reached a crescendo in 1954. 
when a Bellevue psychiatrist. 
Frederick Wertham. published a 
book called 111e Seduction of the 
Innocent. in which he implied that 
comics were a contributing factor 
to juvenile delinquency. Congress 
later convened a "Subcommittee 
to Investigate Juvenile Delin
quency." before which Gaines 
attempted. largely unsuccessfully. 
to convey the sense of the sublime 
contained in the horror genre. 

The re uh of these hearings was 
a sclf-impo ed bureau of stand
ards within the industry called the 
Comics Code Authority. which 
had the immediate effect of put
ting an end-for a few decades. 
anyway-to horror as a distinct 
subgenre of comics. Gaines said 
that since then he hasn't kept in 
touch with the genre a much as 
one might expect. �1 don't even 
bother looking at it." he said of 
today's horror film industry. 
which often make� EC's excesses 
look tame. "I was so immer ed in 
the stuff during the '50s. but I've 
just had it. personally. What I do 
happen upon, though, cares the 
hell out of me." 0 

CRYPT EFFECTS 
.-tlnuocl!rocnpa .. ll 
reveal a hidden staircase which. 
again. i a miniature shot using a 
65mm snorkel camera with motion 
control. At the end of the staircase 
there is a wood door with iron 
fittings that swings open to reveal 
the full-size crypt ct. 

The construction and shooting 
of the miniature haunted house on 
the hill was supervi ed by Boss 
Film's Neil Krepela. The entire 
sequence. which took orne eight 
weeks to shoot and involved every 
department in Edlund's shop. is 
seamless. And it cost every cent. 
Edlund said. that he received from 
Silver. "The budget was very 
tight.� he noted. �so we deferred 
any profit in the hope that the 
series takes off." 

Edlund is looking forward to 
working on the effects of future 
episodes. "TALES FROM THE 
CRYPT has an inflection of the 
bi7_arre that is very much its own 
thing." he reflected. "It is certainly 
better than most of the anthologi
cal shows that have been on TV, 
such as AMAZING STORIES or 
(the most recent) TWILIGHT 
ZONE. It is definitely a departure 
for TV. and it may. we hope. u her 
in a new era for cable program
ming." 0 

BEAUTY AND 
THE BEAST 
ronllnuocl from pe .. 9 
being on the Fall schedule. the 
June 2nd sea on-endcr ranked 
only 58th for the week. CBS was 
not impressed. 

Somewhat more encouraging 
has been the response to Of Love 
ami Hope. Perlman's record of 
poems and love sonnets by Shel
ley. Byron. Wordsworth. Shake -
pearc. and Frost. Relca cd by 
Capitol Records in May. the 
album sold 200.000 copies in one 
month. That's the kind of figure to 
make a CBS executive sit up and 
take notice. Mobs of adoring fans 
turned out at the two Sam Goody 
record stores where Perlman 
�igncd copies of the album. which 
he describes as a "throwback to 
chivalry and common decency." 
His appearance at the Manhattan 
store sparked the bigge�t turnout 
in the store's history. The 90-min
utc �c!>sion stretched to three 
hour�. Many of the fan�. mostly 
women. showed up with gifts and 
roses. At the Beverly Hills appear
ance. 1.500 fans started lining up 
at II a.m. for a 2 p.m. �igning. 

"I thought I'd be sitting there by 
myself." Perlman said. "I don't 
have that much contact with the 
outside world. so the reaction 
from the fans was really surpris
ing. It took me by surprise that a 
record company would do it in the 
first place. I know we have loyal 

fans. I get about a thousand pieces 
of mail a \\Cek. But you never 
know how that loyalty will trans
late when you try something like 
this." 

What is it about the Vincent 
character that inspires such loy
alty? Wiltse said the tragic figure 
of Vincent brings out Mthe roman
tic and maternal feelings in a wom
an . .. The show is a fantasy. but in 
that fantasy is a metaphor where 
people find a lot of truth. Fantasy 
shows like THE TWILIGHT 
ZONE and STAR TREK have 
always had the freedom to addre s 
topics of substance. People who 
don't watch them tend to think 
they're just silly fantasy show . but 
they're more real than you might 
think." 

Perlman has his own ideas 
about the program's appeal: "Vin
cent is a throwback to qualities not 
celebrated in our culture any
more truth. compassion. learn
ing. selflessness. There's a huge 
number of people out there who 
want that type of character. You 
can't have clas ic tragedy without 
a character with a tragic flaw. Vin
cent, in a metaphoric way. is a 
tragic prince in this Swiftian king
dom." 

The Of Love and Hope album 
was inspired by the response to the 
poems Vincent has recited on 
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST. 
And. of course. it's Vincent's pic
ture on the album cover. That's all 
right. Perlman says. there's �plenty 
of time for the mask to come ofl 
when the series is over. 

That could be sooner than he 
thinks. Suspicious fans wonder if 
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST 
will make a quick exit after it replac
es a failed series in mid season. 
Perhaps CBS is waiting for the fan 
clamor to die down. LeMasters 
denied thas. He �aid BEA TY 
AND THE BEAST was a clo c 
call for the CBS Fall lineup. 

"The scheduling process is 
alway� chaotic." LeMaster) said. 
"Show� that arc on the fence, the 
one� that have not been perform
ing to the levels you want them to 
perform at, arc always in jeop
ardy. It's always a nervous time. 
The producer really believe in 
what they're domg. The !>tar� 
believe an"' hat they're doing. And 
we make some difficult choices. 
And I think there were times 
that BEAUTY ANDTHEBEAST 
was on our!>chcdulc. off our sched
ule. Tho�e rumor� get out and 
float around. and it doe create 
anxiety. Unfortunately. it's what 
we must do." 

Though some fans arc skeptical 
of the change� being planned for 
the show: other� arc optimistic. "I 
think we have to trust Ron Kos
low." Bcrcnyi �aid. "He seems to 
know what we want before we do." 



Perlman thinks that's a wise 
approach. �All the taboos are 
broken in these epi odes," he said. 
�All the fence posts are mashed. 
We're going from an episodic 
show and individual stories to one 
continuous storyline that will take 
us through all 12 epi odes. If noth
mg else. being dropped from the 
chedule has allowed us to apply 

ourselve to thi epic. larger-than-
life approach to a mythic charac
ter. We've definitely used this time 
to our advantage." 

No matter what happens to 
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST, 
Perlman will take nothing but 
good feelings from the experience. 
�My disappointment with CBS is 
balanced by the realization that 
we've been on borrowed time since 
the pilot got picked up." the actor 
said. �This is not a great medium 
for ideas as unconventional as 
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST. 
The fact that we got on theairatall 
is miraculous. The fact that we're 
doing a third season is awe-inspir
ing. I've been allowed to do this 
character 44 times. Now I get 12 
more chances. That's till 56 more 
times than I expected." 0 

THE LITTLE MERMAID 
ronlin...d from .-II< Jl 
til the point where we put the story
boards onto reels that we started 
negotiating which songs we would 
each get to do-we knew they 
would be our favorite pan of the 
movie. We're both agreeable, low
key midwestern types, so we 
haggled it out with a minimum of 
friction." 

Both Musker and Clements sat 
in on all production meetings, and 
both were involved in working 
with the key animators in the early 
experimental character animation 
stages. "We were in agreement in 
terms of the basic direction we 
wanted to go, so it was a matter of 
putting our heads together for the 
storyboarding and casting and 
character design and recording 
sessions," said M usker. "We both 
looked at the film as it came back 
each day, so we knew what the 
other was doing at any given 
moment. But even though we were 
working on the same characters 
from sequence to sequence-Ron 
with his animators. me with 
mine-we pretty much agreed in 
terms of the overall picture. We'd 
kibbitz with each other if we felt 
something was wrong. If an 
impasse was reached we would 
turn to a third pany. or one of us 
would have to concede-in this 
case Howard [Ashman] was 
involved too. so we would bounce 
things off him." 

With such an exciting line-up of 
canoon features in the works, one 
might say that a renaissance in 
animation is taking place at the 

"-"' M«:Nieol, once the 8W8Ihbuc:klng lwro of DRAGONSLAYER, ...... the lhow 
In GHOSTBUSTERS II • the lld1enlus J8noaz Poha. po111-d by Vlgo'a pM!tlng. 

house that Walt built-a dream 
factory that began with a mouse. 
Considering the inspired way in 
which the studio has reclaimed its 
place as a major force in the enter
tainment industry, Mickey could 
teach Leo the Lion a thing or two 
about the an of roaring. 0 

GHOSTBUSTERS II 
roncln...d rroe� .-11< 47 
have strangely ceased since they 
went out of business, making them 
easy targets for such accusations 
and setting them up for a trium
phant comeback. Convenient. 
Spook villain Vigo needs an infant 
so he can be reborn; Dana has one 
on hand. Again, convenient. And 
wouldn't you know it, just as the 
guys are about to be sentenced as 
mischievous pains in the ass for 
resuming their ghost busting prac
tice, two vengeful ghosts show up, 
enabling them to clear their 
names. All far too convenient, 
wouldn't you say? This film has the 
look of a movie its creators didn't 
want to make at all, so they rushed 
through the odious task and took 
the quickest route to the bank. 

There are pleasurable pans to 
GHOSTBUSTERS II, and the 
cast is delightful: Murrayis sarcas
tic and cynical, Aykroyd is full of 
childlike wonder. Ramis looks 
like Eraserhead and talks like Mr. 
Spock, and Hudson is solid and 
reassuring. Weaver is as charming 
as before. and Peter MacNicol as 
Janosz Poha, the bizarre, geo
graphically untraceable art re
storer who lusts after Dana and 
ends up the slave ofVigo,steals the 
film in much the same way that 
Bronson Pinchot's Serge stole 
BEVERLY HILLS COP. But the 
structure of film around them is 
nirnsy and contrived. 

Nearly all sequels. of course. 
suffer in comparison with the orig
inal. But this one falls so short of 
the brilliant originality of its par
ent that it might have been made 
by a different team. Its villain, 
Vigo, is hardly threatening enough 
to make us worry about the safety 
of baby Oscar, much less our 

intrepid heroes. Much of the film 
is wasted on the relationship 
between Dana and Peter. when 
frankly, who cares? If we wanted 
romance, we'd see DANGER
OUS LIASONS! And the con
trived fling between Janine Mel
nitz(Annie Potts) and Louis(Rick 
Moranis) provides a good oppor
tunity to hit the snack bar. 

This may be a film of the totally 
fantastical, but fantasy needs a 
strong base in reality to work, and 
GHOSTBUSTERS II plays too 
many games with reality to be 
effective. 0 

BATMAN 
roncln...d !rom .-11< 4J 
somewhat control and adjust pic
toral clarity. The filmgoer depends 
on the director for crispness of 
image and visual"direction. "If all 
this seems a bit far afield, recall the 
scene of Bruce and Vicki across a 
wide expanse of tabletop-a clear 
nod to the dinnertable composi
tions in CITIZEN KANE, the 
locus classicus of deep focus aes
thetics. On the other hand, a more 
practical reason for the murky vis
uals could be the inability of the 
effects and set departments to 
withstand up-close. prolonged 
scrutiny. Gotham City is a clut
tered, tech noir-emphasis on the 
noir-urban block whose signa
ture set constructions are passed 
with alarming frequency. It is a 
Pinewood backlot, not the self
contained universe of BLADE 
RUNNER. 

The bat gimmicks are okay, 
considering their presence arises 
for commercial, not organic. rca
sons. Burton conserves them 
wisely, pacing the introduction of 
the Batmobile, Batwing, and bat 
gadgets. Even without a decent 
stereo system, the Batmobile is a 
New York drivers' dream: invulner
able to vandalism, parkable any
where, and retrievable on signal. 
The Batwing, however, is a lemon. 
After it expends all its firepower, 
The Joker blasts it out of the air 
with a single gunshot. And speak
ing of lemons, the soundtrack by 

Prince is the lamest comic book
rock soundtrack since Queen's 
FLASH GORDON album. His 
skills and stature would have been 
better used had he been cast as 
Robin. 

BATMAN's initial quick kill at 
the box office was an all-time Hol
lywood record, an impressive tes
timony to the power of sophisti
cated market research and the 
mass dissemination of an optical 
illusory logo that adorned the 
nation's subway walls, movie lob
bies, and T-shirts. Or maybe it was 
just mass hypnosis induced by rays 
from a Warners Telecommunica
tion satellite. Whatever-we can 
surely expect a sequel that will 
retread the bat baggage and link its 
exploitation to another colorful 
actor in a scenery-chewing perfor
mance-Robin Williams as The 
Riddler? Sigourney Weaver as 
Catwoman? Branda as The Pen
guin? If Bunon's BATMAN sets 
the standard, your own contribu
tion to the word of mouth had best 
be, "No, but I read the comic 
book." 0 

BACK TO THE FUTURE l 
.-ln ..... fr- .... II 
further about the accident on 
instructions from her attorney. 
Besides, she said, "I liked working 
for Amblin and I don't want to 
cause them any trouble." 

Amblin's publicity shyness 
about the incident may be due to 
the fact that Wheeler-Dixon's 
accident will be on full view when 
the film opens in November. 
According to a source on the pro
duction, Amblin didn't refilm the 
stunt and plans to use a master 
shot of Wheeler-Dixon crashing 
into the pillar and falling out of 
frame by cutting to shots of the 
other stunt performers crashing 
through the glass. Maybe they sus
pect that audiences might not 
enjoy the scene so much knowing 
that Wheeler-Dixon cracked her 
skull and eye socketlikeaneggand 
pulverized her cheek in the process. 

After the incident, Kleven and 
Scott reportedly went on to work 
on BACK TO THE FUTURE 3, 
which was due to wrap on its Hill 
Valley as wild, wild west location 
in Sonora, California in November. 
An interesting item about the film
ing appeared in the October 3 issue 
of the National Enquirer. Accord
ing to the tabloid, Fox, filming a 
scene in which he is about to be 
lynched by a gang headed by Biff 
Tannen's ancestor was almost 
hanged for real when his stunt har
ness broke and the crew member 
holding the rope around his neck 
couldn't see him thrashing because 
he had to be out of camera range. 

Filmmaking sure can be a risky 
business. especially, it seems, if 
you work for Amblin. 0 
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LEATHERFACE 
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LEATHERFACE returns to 
the isolated, rural setting of the 
first film, and surrounded its title 
character with a new, bizarre fam
ily, including a mother, daughter, 
and two older brothers (one of 
whose names was shortened to 
MTink" from Tinkerbell, to avoid 
the possibility of any Disney law
suit). The new film also attempts 
to recreate the limited time frame 
and relentless pacing of the origi
nal. "It's sort of a semi-satire on 
family life," said Burr. "We're try
ing to expand on that a little bit 
and still make it my own movie, 
which i very difficult, because this 
is number three. But in a way, 
everyone almost admits number 
two was from another planet. 
That's why I tried to get Gunnar 
Hansen back-that didn't work 
out, but I wish it had, because then 
it would make (this one] the real 
sequel." 

Though Burr and New line 
decided to soft-peddle the blood 
and gore this time. Burr assures 
that there's still more than enough 
for the blood-thirsty. "I think 
we've done a few things nobody's 
seen before," he said. "There will 
be a couple of scenes where people 
go 'My God, did they really do 
that?,' but I don't think we've 
pushed beyond the R. Themati
cally, we have. If censors thought 
with their brains instead of their 
eyes, I think we might get an X. It's 
nowhere near the second one (in 
gore], but I think this film will be 
more unsettling by far." 

In late August the film wrapped 
six weeks of shooting nights on 
location in the deserted hills 
behind the Magic Mountain 
amusement park in Valencia. The 
short summer nights contributed 
to the already hectic schedule, fol
lowed by a brief three weeks for 
editing, in order to meet the film's 
November 3rd release date. Unlike 
Stephen Hopkins, who underwent 
similar hardships on A NIGHT
MARE ON ELM STREET V: 
THE DREAM CHILD, Burr 
took little solace in the fact that at 
least he knows his film will get a 
major release. "It's comforting ina 
way, but it's still nuts," he said. 
"The irony is ... the film I'm prob
ably least proud of, just because I 
didn't have time, is the film that 
most people will see." 

Burr suspects that New line 
Cinema will invest heavily in an 
attempt to market the leatherface 
character into a new horror fran
chise. "By rights, Leatherface is 
dead in this one, but we all know 
the ultimate god is the boxoffice," 
said Burr. "If the distributor 
deems they can make money, 
they11 bring him back no matter 
how ludicrous." Burr should 
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know, having revived the titular 
psycho killer in STEPFATHER 
II. 

New line denied any conscious 
attempt at perpetuating a series. 
"We never think about those 
things deliberately," said Deluca. 
"If the film is a success, I think we 
can come up with another film as 
good or better. But since these 
films don't play off an anti-hero or 
a comedic edge, I don't think 
they're going to be like the fun
filled roller coaster that the 
NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET 
films have become." 0 

CRYPT-KEEPER 
�,_,_.,u 
Ioney, Tony Rupprecht, Van 
Snowden, Michael Trcic, and 
Brock Winkless. Three of these 
worked the electronically-con
trolled face while the others 
worked the body. Most of the 
facial expressions were directed 
via radio control: one puppeteer 
worked the eyes while another had 
the head mechanism hooked up to 
his jaw so that when he opened his 
the Crypt-Keeper would corre
spond with his own. 

The puppet's bodily movements 
were managed with muppet-type 
rods. Yagher maintained that this 
provided the puppet with a versa
tility he didn't believe was possible 
with cable-control. In some in
stances, such as during the Santa 
Claus bumper, however, a midget 
was used for the closeup. Yagher 
wasn't thrilled about having to do 
that, but t he money wasn't there to 
provide him with a choice. 

For the Crypt-Keepers voice, 
Yagher wanted something dis
tinctly witch-like. He had seven 
people read for the the part, one of 
whom was Charles Fleischer, the 
voice of Roger Rabbit. "The trou
ble was we were only paying scale
plus-10, and I just couldn't cut a 
deal with him." Yagher also heard 
readings from Michael Winslow, 
the sound wizard who has appeared 
i n  the POLICE ACADEMY 
movies, and by Rick Overton, 
from the film WILLOW. In the 

end, however, Yagher cast John 
Caseer for the part. 

Yagher recalled that Bob Zem
eckis had designed the first 
bumper, and was slated to direct 
it-Yagher would then take over 
direction for the rest. The original 
shot Zemeckis planned had the 
camera panning around the Crypt
Keeper's sanctum, which was 
quite an elaborate set. The camera 
would then creep up to the coffin, 
which would slowly open but 
reveal itself to be bare. The Crypt
Keeper would then pop up from 
elsewhere. The next shot was to 
show him sitting with his legs 
crossed, and there would be holes 
in his pants with rotting flesh and 
bone poking through. 

But Zemeckis found himself 
forced to high-tail it back to the 
BACK TO THE FUTURE II 
shoot a tad prematurely, and 
Yagher was put in charge of the 
filming. "I have to admit that I was 
a little spooked when I started,"he 
said. But Yagher overcame his 
initial stage fright within moments 
and delivered his scenes as planned. 

Yagher is only partially happy 
with the results-if the series gets 
picked up. he has plans to soup up 
his Crypt-Keeper, to "make him 
more like Chucky in the wider 
shots." Yagher would like to cover 
him in slime in one episode, or 
have him pop up in a tank of water 
in another. The permutations, he 
assured me, remain legion. 0 

THE HORROR SHOW 
roDIIn....S rrom ,. .. SJ 

After  G R E ML I N S .  I s a a c  
worked o n  ENEMY MINE, 
ROMANCING THE STONE, 
and THE FlY. When Wiley got 
the job to direct HOUSE II, after 
supervising the effects for HOUSE. 
he asked Isaac to be his effects 
supervisor, and introduced him to 
Cunningham. 

Isaac recalled that the mood on 
the set of T HE HORROR SHOW 
was tense as he took charge of the 
directing. The cast and crew, he 
felt, were unsure of him. "I felt 
especially bad for the actors." he 

Crypt·KMper detlgner Kevin Y•gher'a eftecta crew puppeteera the Crypt-Keeper on 
aet, Tony Rupprecht (left), V•n Snowden (henda-on) •nd Cherlea Lulkualll (•bove). 

said. "They were trying very hard 
to make this movie more than just 
another slasher film. They also 
had some input in the script. Of 
course, I had been involved in the 
script before they started shooting. 
But, the actors didn't know that." 

THE HORROR SHOW was 
shot non-union in seven weeks in 
los Angeles on a budget of S4 
million. "I'd have to get in a 
certain amount of set-ups a day," 
said Isaac. "I'd average 25 to 30 
set-ups." After shooting for a few 
weeks, Isaac was happy with the 
footage. "Sean was pleased too," 
said Isaac. "Yet, I knew when it 
came time to edit the film, we were 
going to have some problems. 
There had been some suggestion 
of electricity that would bring 
[killer] Max Jenke [Brion James] 
back to life. But since it was a rush 
job, there wasn't enough time to 
make it clear." 

In the director's first cut, the 
film was pretty dark. Isaac took 
about 20 minutes out of the film 
that didn't work. "We were left 
with a film that had some major 
gaps in it," said Isaac. "Of course. 
Sean was well aware of the situa
tion. I asked him if I could add 
some new scenes and have an 
extra week of shooting. Sean tried 
to get some money from UA. That 
didn't quite work out. He said 
we'd do it anyway." 

Isaac spent about two weeks 
writing new scenes for the film. 
"We needed to see that Max Jenke 
is a wacky guy," said Isaac. "For 
example, the scene where Max 
appears in the turkey at the family 
dinner. lucas [Lance Henriksen] 
picks up the carving knife and 
starts to stab the turkey. The 
family needed to see that Lucas 
was going off the deep end." 

Greg Nicotera, Robert Kurz
man, and Howard Berger super
vised the special effects. Kurzman 
handled Max Jenke's electrocu
t i o n  make-up. They used a 
dummy head that split open for 
the scene.  The effects  were 
designed to make Max unique. 
"He's not Freddy and he's not 
Jason." said Isaac. "His facial 
burns are unlike Freddy's hideous 
scars. When Max is electrocuted, 
he's fried to a crisp. There's smoke 
and sparks all over the place." 

The MPAA demanded cuts if 
they were to give the picture its 
coveted R rating. "I didn't want to 
play games with them. "said Isaac. 
"We didn't have the time. In 
Jenke's execution scene, there'san 
over-the-top quality to it. But 
cutting it too short. it almost made 
the scene too violent. In the 
original cut, it was a lot longer. It 
was wild. It was more of a show. 
That's really what THE HORROR 
SHOW is all about. It's simp!}' 
'The Max Jenke Show.� 0 



EARTH GIRLS 
DEVELOPMENT HELL 
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how it should have been--at least 
since she herself couldn't have 
helmed the picture. 

Brown was also gratified that 
many of the favorable reviews 
garnered by EARTH GIRLS 
ARE EASY pointed to her perform
ance as the film's standout. By 
the time a shooting script had been 
produced, she noted, she had 
become rather pleased with the 
part of Candy, and maintained no 
bitterness for being passed over 
either toward Davis or, for that 
matter, toward Warners. 

On the other hand. Julie Brown 
has no intention oflettingthis kind 
of thing happen to her again. And 
if the only way to exercise control 
over one's artistic vision means 
becoming a director. then that, she 
said, is what she11 have to do. 

"It's not that I ever had any great 
desire to direct." she explained. 
"It's that you create these things. 
they're so specific in your mind. 
and then you turn them over to 
someone else and realize that even 
if they do good things with them, 
it's not .what you visualized. 

"Making a movie is hard. I've 
finally accepted that. You have to 
compromise and fight. There are 

just so many factors affectingyour 
success and failure that are out of 
your control that it's a miracle 
anyone can do a well-received 
movie. I have a lot of respect for 
people who pull off a good movie 
and survive the business bullshit 
and the insanity. It's an amazing 
feat. I may hate it, but I would like 
to try it. 

"What I've learned, though. is 
that a movie is not worth wrecking 
your life over. !let one ruin my life, 
and that was wrong." 

For now, Brown is primarily 
involved in her frenetically scatter
brained MTV weekly show, JUST 
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SAY JULIE. Soon, however. she 
hopes to direct short films for 
cable. perhaps even music videos. 
and from there, who knows? For 
that day, Brown and her partners 
are writing another fantasy. 
TOTALLY WITCH IN', and it is. 
she said. far darker than anything 
she has done to date. 

"I am just so bored with things 
being so fucking cute I'm even 
thinking of leaving the Valley.:· 0 

THE ABYSS 
rontlnuod (rom potp .W 
she has to move from career 
woman juggernaut to wifely sub
mission, to get in touch with her 
feminine side, to show emotion, to 
cry, to accept the appellation 
"Mrs. Brigman." Mastrantonio 
just doesn't deliver the powrr
house performance the film de
mands. Not that she gets much 
assistance from the script, which 
requires her to confess her feelings 
for hubbie via microphone. As he 
makes his abyssmal descent, she 
makes hers. 

With the sole exception of a 
white rat, the supporting players 
are blank screens. Compared to 
the vividly drawn ensemble in 
ALIENS--Jenette Goldstein's 
Latino bodybuilder Valdez, Bill 
Paxton's panicky grunt dude, and 
Lance Henriksen's calmly effi
cient android--this crew leaves 
not so much as a vapor trail. The 
one character actor who scores is 
the topside naval officer played by 
Chris Elliot, the weird regular on 
LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID 
LETTERMAN. At a packed pre
view screening, he got an immedi
ate hoot of recognition--an inter
ruption that served as an uninten
tional distancing device at the very 
point the film should be immers
ing the audience into its alternate 
reality. 

An extended family reunion 
(husband and wife), THE ABYSS 
is the flip side of ALIENS (mother 
and child), with the monster queen 
of the latter becoming a nurturing 
sea mother in the former. In 
ALIENS, the good mother Ripley 
defeats the bad mother Alien. 
Likewise, in THE ABYSS, the 
hard-edged female protagonist 
softens and accepts maternity, but 
here the aliens are kindred spirits. 
Looking something like luminous 
fetal jellyfish, the watery creatures 
are alternately squishy maternal 
and childishly playful. In the gor
geous special effects showcase, a 
long uterine waterspout assume$ 
the face of first Lindsey (Mom) 
and then Bud (Dad). "He looks 
like me,"gushes Bud with paternal 
pride. 

Undertaking really intense pri
mal therapy, Bud' re-enacts his 
own birth trauma in the schematic 
return-to-the-womb sequence 
that concludes the film. Breathing 
oxygen in liquid form ("We all 
breathe liquid for nine months," 
he's told. "Your body will remem
ber.") he freefalls down, down, 
down into the abyss. The closure 
recalls the Jupiter and Beyond sec
tion of 200 I (the reflections on his 
face mask, the lit chamber, the 
space suit). As in Kubrick's odys
sey, the voyager father is reborn-
and so, implies the finale, is all 
mankind. 

E.T. in a fish tank? Not quite-
though 30 minutes too long and 
too leisurely by half, this is a 
mature work about adult humans, 
splendid to behold, and crafted 
with precision. Even out of his 
native waters, James Cameron 

jumps in with both feet and stays 
afloat. It's a daring plunge and if 
he doesn't make the Olympic 
grade of the last two outings, he 
makes the qualifying heats. 0 
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CRYPT SERIES 
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bont has scripted "The Ventrilo
quist's Dummy,"and Joe(AFTER 
HOURS, VAMPIRE'S KISS) 
Minion, who turned in a teleplay 
on "Loved to Death," based on 
Jack Kamen's August 1951 strip 
from Tales from the Crypt 1125, 
about a man who employs a love 
potion with unexpected results. 
Scott Alexander has adapted "The 
Trap," and Kevin Yagher is now 
negotiating to direct an episode in 
addition to keeping his responsi
bilities as the Crypt-Keeper's 
puppet master. 

Budgets for each of the episodes 
should remain in the half-million 
dollar range, depending, said 
Teitler, on the actual demands of 
each script. "We don't call anyone 
a second-stringer, and we have 
never budgeted these things based 
upon the quality of the director," 
he said. "Our decisions are based 
entirely on the physical require
ments of each episode." 

Teitler does anticipate investing 
more money in improving the 
mechanics of Yagher's creepmeis
ter Crypt-Keeper, but does not 
share Yagher's desire to stage 
more elaborate Crypt-Keeper 
scenes. "Our feeling was that the 
most successful segments were the 
simple ones, that the character and 
the dialogue are more important. 
If anything, I'd be inclined to sim
plify the shooting," he said. 

Apart from maintaining an 
overall fidelity to the original 
material (he intends to continue 
consulting with Bill Gaines in New 
York), Teitler refused to adopt 
any hard and fa.�t house rules for 
the series. I have no favorite epi
sodes," he said somewhat diplo
matically. "The thing I like best 
about them is that they are all so 
different from each other." 0 
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81FF! BOP! OW! 
Despite Alan Jones' prurient 
interest in the �rather large cod
piece"incorporated into Batman's 
costume. and Tim Burton's pop
psychological defense of it [BAT
MAN. 20: 1/2:48), there is a much 
more convincing (and prosaic) 
explanation. Any vigilante-by
night who expects to tangle single
handedly. unarmed, with gangs of 
desperadoes might sensibly include 
a robust protective groin cup in his 
suit of body armor. I know I 
would. and appearances bedamned. 

Michael J. Dunn 
Auburn, WA 98001 

BILL& TED'S 
CHRIS& ED 
In his review of BILL & TED'S 
EXCELLENT ADVENTURE 
(20: I I 2: 106]. methinks Thomas 
Doherty doth take the auteur 

theory to a most egregiousextreme. 
While I heartily agree with 

Doherty's very positive appraisal 
of this delightful fantasy-and 
'Nith all due respect to Stephen 
Herek, its talented director-! 
find it passing strange that no 
mention whatsoever is made of the 
movie's creators and writers in the 
body of the review. 

Although Doherty claims that 
Herek Mhas come up with an innova
tive sci-fi hybrid," it was writers 
Chris Matheson and Ed Solomon 
who invented the dynamic duo 
(five years ago. no less!) and all 
those smart and funny lines of 
dialogue so enthusiastically quoted 
by your critic. 

And although the cliche may be 
painful by now-especially where 
screenwriters are concerned-let's 
give credit where credit is due, 
dudes. It's not only�Herek'sfilm" 
that is �Most triumphant." but 

Matheson and Solomon's as well! 
Michael Singer 

Los Angeles, CA 90046 

WHY NOT KILL 
'EM BOTH? 
In his review of STAR TREK: 
THE NEXT GENERATION 
[20: I 12: I 02], Peter S. Perakos 
seems to be a member of the �Kill 
Crusher" Crusade. Gee, here is an 
intelligent teenaged character who 
doesn't, for once. look like a nerd, 
and everyone dumps all over him, 
while the nation embrace quasi
moron like Mike Seaver(Kirk Cam
eron) of GROWING PAINS. Ain't 
America beautiful? 

Willie Holmes 
Chicago, I L 60617 

MAYBE HE'LL 
GROW OUT OF IT? 
Now that racism and sexism are no 

longer acceptable. would-be wits 
such as Peter Perakos have to 
resort to age-ism. First he calls 
Patrick Stewart "decrepit," and 
then he goes on for pages about 
how much he loathes Wil Whea
ton, though the only fault he 
ascribes to the actor is his youth. 

Do I recall any good guest 
actors on STAR TREK-THE 
NEXT GENERATION? Lots of 
them. Particularly outstanding 
were the actor who played the 
dying genius who transfers his 
mind to Data's body; the mute 
negotiator-and his chorus. the 
Klingon captain and first officer
in"A Matter ofHonor;"theadvo
cate and the computer scientist in 

�The Measure of a Man." among 
others. 

Your reviewer indulges in over
kill. and does not even mention the 
outstanding scripts by Melinda 
Snodgrass and others. Like the 
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clous publication reviews the aummer'a honest 
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first STAR TREK,the newSTAR 
TREK has had its share of bad 
episodes-though even the worst. 
'The Outrageou Okona 

.. and 
MShades of Gray." were not a bad 
as the old STAR TREK· first sea
son howler "The Alternate Fac
tor." The best. "A Matter of 
Honor, 

.. "Q- Who." and "The 
Measure of a Man 

.. 
were on a par 

with "City on the Edge of Forever" 
and "Mirror. Mirror.'' only with 
better �pecial effects. 

Rick Norwood 
Mountain Home. TN 37684 

HBO'S INITIAL, UNSUNG 
CRYPT ADAPTATIONS 
After your article on HBO's 
TALES FROM THE CRYPT 
( 19:5: 15]. you might be interested 
to know that this was not the first 
time HBO adapted EC comic 
book stories. Back in 1983. the 
first three episodes of THE 
HITCHHIKER were based. with
out credit. on three EC stories. 
"Shattered Vows" was based on 
"Busted Marriage" from Tales 
from the Crypt #35. "When Morn
ing Comes" was based on Shock 
Suspenst ories #9's "Came the 
Dawn." The third HITCHHIK
ER story "Split Decision" was 
based on "Split Personality,"from 
Vault of Horror #30. The similar
ity goes as far as the same names in 
some cases and the same plot in all. 
After the first three episodes aired 
there was a lapse of time before the 
next, and no more similarity to EC 
stories. 

Bill Hansen 
Youngstown. OH 4450 7 

[According to the Crypt-Keeper 
himself. EC pu blisher William 
Gaines, H 80 j· ule uftlu.' matuial 
was authori:ed. but Gaines 
insisted on remo 1•ing EC's credit 
because he didn't like the H 80 
adaptations.] 

SEEN ONE, 
YOU'VE SEEN THEM ALL 
Having labored long in the snake. 
alligator, mosquito. ny. and wild 
boar-infested marshes along the 
coast of my native South Carolina 
on the 1982 feature SWA M P  
THI NG. imagine my surpri e 
when Dan Scappcrotti's article 
informed me the film had really 
been made in Flonda [SWAMP 
TH I 'G 2. 19:3:20]. 

Jame cott 
Columbia. C 

[Scappnoui, and anyone ll'ho has 
read our own production article 
on the mak ing of S WA M P  
THI G (IZ:2/3:74) knoll's it 11·as 

filmed in South Carolina. The ref
ert'flct' 10 Florida \\'OS on editorial 
mth crrtion. We should ltavr 
looked it up.� 
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THE JAMES BOND COLLECTION 
MERCHANDISE FEATURING JAMES BOND-007 
For the low price of $ 1 1 .95, plus $3.50 shipping, either (or why 

not order all three?) of these treasures can be yours! VHS only (al l  
tapes are sent UPS, so include your street address)! 
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BOND TRAILERS 
This compilation of trailers, featur

ing Sean Connery and Roger Moore, 
covers the Bond films from 1962- 1985 
including OR. NO, GOLDFINGER. 
DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER, LIVE 
AND LET DIE, THE SPY WHO LOVED 
ME, FOR YOUR EYES ONLY, and A 
VIEW TO A KILL In color, the tape 
runs 45 mlns. and features villains and 
Bond girls 111.15 

MAKING LIC!NCE TO KILL 
Thos "making of" book captures the 

excotement-and the hard work-of 
planning and shooting the film on Mex
ICO and Florida, with a wealth of on-lo
cationstor-and aneedotes Includes 
a unoque array of pictorial matenal 
storyboards, production sketches. 
and 150 color, and 100 b&w photos 
8'hx11 V., paper, 128 pp. 112.15. 

CASINO ROYALE 
Thos classic TV production of 

CASINO ROYALE stars Barry Nelson 
as the original James Bond. The SO
minute show was Introduced by Wil
liam Lundogan and co-starred famed 
character actor Peter Lone. every
body's favorote villain, and the beauti
ful Linda Christian, who became the 
first in the lengthystreng of glamorous 
Bond girls 111.15. 

CINEFANTAITIQUE NO. 11:5 
This popular photo-filled back issue 

takes you behind the scenes for the 
filming of 1989's LICENCE TO KILL 
Those interviewed mclude stars 
Tomothy Dalton. Robert Oevi, Des· 
mond Llewellyn, and Carey Lowell, as 
well as wroter Richard Maibaum A 
Bond filmography covers the 27-year 
hiStory. SIJIO. 

THE FACES OF BOND 
This tape covers all 6 Bond actors 

(Connery, Moore, Dalton, Lazenby, 
Niven, and Nelson) In a tribute to the 
suave 007. You'll get a peek behind
the-scenes and learn the secrets used 
in making the James Bond f1lms. 
Relive Bond's greatest moments with 
film clips and rere documentary foot
age: w1th a featurene on the making of 
THUNOEABALL. 114.15. 

OFFICIAL MOVIE BOOK 
The revised edition of this book 

which waaoriginallypublished in 1987 
marks the 25th anmvereary of the 
James Bond 111m dominance thet hes 
taken the worldwide boxoffice by 
storm, and is for all fans of the acreen's 
most onnovatlve hero. Contains count
laM facts and over200 photos from the 
folrnt. 8V.X11¥.,paper,128 pp. 114.11. 

ORDER TOLL FREE BY PHONE OR USE ORDER FOAM, SEE PAGE 57 






